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In the ~.ence of the President, Mr. Gur incwicb (Byelorussian Soviet SOcialist

Republic), Vice-President, toClk the Chair.

The meeting was called to order at 10.20 a.m.

AGENDA ITDl 21 (ccmtinued)

INTDNATIC*AL YEAR or PEACE

(a) REBJRIJS 01' THB SEC3aTARY-GENERAL (A/4l/586 and Add.l, A/41/628 and Corr.l and
Add.1 and Add.I(Corr.l)

Cb) DRAP'T REOWTIOE (A/4l/L.9 Rev.l, A/4l/L.lO)

(c} IlMEHtMBNTS (A/4l/L.l3)

The PRl!SmBNT (interpretation from Russian) \ 'lOday is United Nations

Day. I congratulate States Memers. The Assemly is now discussing the agenda

i tea Cln the International Yea(" of Peace, which I th ink is most appropr iate, peace

being the principal purpose of the thited Nations.

Mr. IOS'l'OV (Bulgariah The unanimous decision of the General Assembly to

declare 1986 the International Year of Peace has been welcomed very warmly by w«ld

public opin iCln. The decis ion reflected the ser ious ClOnC8r n of the inter national

com• ...,ity at the danger of nuclear war looming OI7er the plmet, as well as the

explicit will and determination of the peoples to avert a nuclear conflagration 8n~

live in peace, security and nutual understanding.

In adopting that decisim the United Nations proceeded from the idea that 1986

should be a year of active struggle for peace and in-depth re~ection on the

inalienable right of peoples to peace, the relationship of peace, economic

development and social progress, and the urgent necessity of achieving disarll2lllent

and preventing a nuclear catastrophe as imperative prerequisites for l?6ace.
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HeN'"er , the essence of the In terna tional Year of Peace is not only to increase

awareness of the per Us hanging over humank"ind because of extremist reactionuy

fcxces; it is to be found above all in the appeal to all colK'ltries and peoples to

undertake concrete and effective action to safeguard peace and to unite their

efforts in the struggle against the military threat.

The motto under which The International Year of Peace is being held, "ib

safeguard peace and the future of humanity", is aexruiring a critically siCJlificant

and crucial importance. In the words of the President of the Council of State of

the Pl!Oples Republic of Bulgar 18, 'lbdor Zbivkov;

"'lbday there is no more important task facing mankind than that of

mintaining peace, wich means saving life on Earth."

This year political thinking at the highest level has undergone serious

changoo. CI'le of the most important theses, \rtbich has become crystal-elear, is that

in the aga of nuclear missiles, when vast stockpiles have been amassed of the most

SO(Disticated cllld destructive weapons, capable of amihiUating several times over

all life on our planet, the peace and security of States and the future of nations

cannot be ensured by mili tMy means. Any attempt to tackle the cardinal problems

of the present day by the use of force is fraught with ser ious danger to the

survival of mankind. The realities of our time canpel us to acbpt an entirely new

&!pproach to the problems of peace and war, national and inter national secur ity.

This approach must be based first and foremost on excluding war frQfll international

relations, on the cessation of the arms race while pl'oceeding to genuine

disarmament and the settlement of international disp1tes and conflicts by peaceful

means alcme.
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We note with satisfaction that this approach has been gradually making headway

in international relations, although in a difficult struggle with the outmoded

militaristic approach of the use of force. A vivid example of this was the summit

meeting in Reykjp.vik between Mikhail Gorbachev and Ronald Reagan.

The countries of the socialist community, including the People'S Republic of

Bulgaria, have always been ardent champions of. peace. This year alone they have

put forward ~ number of exteremely important peace initiatives the implementation

of which would make a crucial contribution to the promotion of lasting peace in the

world. The Soviet proposals for the gradual elimination of nuclear and other

weapons of mass destruction by the year 2UUO, the elimination of chemical weapons

and a significant reduction in conventional armaments and armed forces from the

Atlantic to the urals, as well 8S the Soviet programme for co-operation in the

peaceful uses of outer space, and other important initiatives are a vivid

demonstration of responsibility and concern about the future of world peace and of
<

realism and the political will to save present and succeeding generations from the

scourge of war.

The proposal submitted by a group of socialist countries to include in the

agenda of the present session an item concerning the establishment of a

comprehensive ~ystem of international peace and ~Qcurity is also in full accord

with the basic goals of the International Year of Peace. The adoption by the

General Assembly of relevant decisions on this question would contribute to making

the International Year of Peace the first step towards a better and safer world.
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The People's Republic of Bulgar ia has supported from the very ou tset the

declar ation of 1986 as the Inter national Year of Peace and has been exer ting

efforts at both the national and the internatiCll'tal levels to ensure that the Year's

purposes and goals are implemented. The People's Republic of Bulgaria is pursuing

a consistent foreign policy' of principle in keeping with the ideals of

international peace and security. In a Declaration atbpted on 21 March 1986 for

the commemora tion of the In terna tiatal Year of Peace, the Ha tional Assenbly 0 f

Bulgaria unanimously declared that

"The People's Republic of Bulgaria will contribute to making the Internat;.onal

Year of Peace a year of important pad tive c:banges on behalf of peace,

seour ity and disarmament and in the interest of realiz ing the noble purposes

of the tbi ted Ha tions".

My country attaches par ticular impottance to the maintenance of peace,

security and understanding and to the prollDtion of good-neighbourly relations and

co-operation in the Balkans. Our proposals to r id the ~lkan peninSUla of nuclear

and chemical arms and to cooclude wi th the other Balkan countries bila teral

agr eemen ts, including a code of good-neigh bour 1y r ela tions, pur sue th e same

objectives.

In the International Year of Peace the People's Republic of Bulgaria has put:

forth new coocrete initiatives designed to implement the idea of a

nuclear-weapon-free Balkans - such as: first, a solemn declaration by the

GoI7ernments of the Balkan countries that no nuclear weapons should be deployed on

their ter ritory and that, where suc:b weapons already exist, they would not accept

new ones and would reduce existing stockpiles~ secondly, the convening of an

assembly of the peoples of the Balkan countries, with the participation of

political figures, representatives of peace mcwements and of trade mion, women's,
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1'<X.'l th and student organizations, clergymen and others, to c:onsiaer the p~~.blems

related to freeing the Balkans of nuclear weapons~ thirdly, the convening of a

meeting of parliamentar ians ftom the Balkan coW'ltries to consider the same

problems. OUr proposals proceed from the understanding that, given the current

tense international si tua ticn, transforming entire regions into nuclear-weapon-free

zones would centr ibute to imprOlTing the political climate and to strengthen ing

peace and security in a regional as well as a global context.

A broadly-represented National Co-ordinating Committee, of \'1hich Minister for

Foreign Affa irs Mladenov served as Cha irman, was establ ished in connection \'11 th the

International Year of Peace. As the 5ecretary-General of the United Nations was

duly informed, a varied and wide-ranging programme of events dedi ca ted to the Year

was prepared and has been vigorously put into effect. The prograrrme envisages many

events and W'ldert'lkings in the poU tical, cultural, scientific and sports fields.

local and nation-wide events have been organized, including some with international

participa ticn.

The main conclusien to be drawn from the corrmemoration of the International

Year of Peace in BUlgar ia so far is that the Year has become a spentaneous

manifestation of the commitment en the part of Bulgarian people from all walks of

life to the ideals of peace, security and W'lderstanding among peoples.

The International Year of Peace has demonstrated that there are enormous

potential poss ibili ties for mob il iz ing public opinion and the entire world

cOlll1lunity on behalf of the struggle for peace and security. The success of the

Year depends to a large extent on not 106 ing sight of its objectives, ideas and

achievements and on continuing an,d intensifying the efforts in support of peace.

The BUlgarian delegation is of the opinion that the activ'ities in connection

with the Inter national Year of Peace should not be Umi ted to th is year alone. It
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ehould continue with the undertaking of. events and activities which will ensure

full implemen1:ation of General Assembly resolution 40/31 of 24 OCtober 1985. That

would caluibute to attaining the noble objective of th~ world to enter the

twenty-first century in conditions of lasting peace, security, mutual confidence

and co-opera tion.

Mr. BEWmmV (thim of Soviet SOcialist Republics) (interpretation from

Russian: It is highly syllbolic that on the very day of the fortieth anniversary of

the entry into for-ce of the United Nations Charter - that is, on this

Organization's birthday - the General Assembly solemnly adopted a Declaration

proclaiming the International Year of Peace. And now, exactly one year later, we

are again discussing the question of the International Year of Peace.

The proclamation of the International Year of Peace d\!monstrated that the

international commmity intended to take Calcrete actions aimed at ensuring a

radical mange for the better in international affair s and at stopping, in real"

terms, and reversing the process of naterial preparations for mankind's nuclear

self-destruction. At moments crucial for mankind, all peoples start to demonstrate

a new way of thinking and, in fl!\et, start acting in a new manner that is consonant

with the realities of the nuclear-spage age. For the first time, entire groups of

countries and Governments have set forth for the international community's

consideration forward-looking plans to break out of the nuclear deadlock$ For the

first time in recent years, a tendency is tak ing shape to reciJce the confron ta tion

of opposing forces, to search for reasonable compromise, and to abandon

conservative views based on notions - blown out of proportion - of national

prestige and selfish rights, interests and power. A more favourable background is

being crea ted for the development of dialogue and serious negotia t"ons on key

problems of the present time.
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The SOI1iet Q\ion's concrete initiatives and steps have been very instrumental

in creating this favourable atmosphere. The beginning of this year - the· Year of

Peace - was marked by an even't of historical importance: the programme of

comprehensive security through disarmament put forward by Mikhail Gorbachev on

15 January. Its implementation would enable mankind to enter the twenty-first

century without nuclear and other kinds of. weapons of mass destruction. The

unilateral moratorium on nuclear explosions introduced by t.'1e Soviet Q\ion on

6 August 1985 has been extended on several occasions. in this International Year

of Peace, silence reigns at the SOI1iet testing sites~ that testifies, more than any

words could do, to the genuine responsibility of the USSR for the destiny of the

world - especially if we take into account the fact that throughout this period

tests have been and are still being carried out in Nevada. The integrated

programme of conventional· arms reductions pit forward by the socialist Warsaw

Treaty member countries is a large-scale and profound progranme. The SOviet Union

has introci1ced proposals opening the way to banning chemical weapons and has put

forward initiatives concerning the safe developnent of nuclear energy and many

other matters.

That is but a short list of major initiatives put forward by the socialist

countries in this Year of Peace, initiatives aimed at saving mankind from the

threat of nuclear annihilation.

The SOviet-American summit meeting in Reykjavik has become a major

international event in the struggle against the arms race and for the banning and

elimination of nuclear weapons in order to save the wer ld from the nuclear threat.
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As Comtade Gorbachev. the General. secretary of the Central Committee of the

Conmunist Party of the SOviet Union, stressed in his statement on 22 OCtober:

"It is the common view that the meeting has raised to a new level both

the SOviet-American dialogue and the East~est dialogue as a whol~. It has

been taken out of the plane of technical estinates and numerical canparisons

to new parameters and dimensions.

"This height reveals new prospects for the solution of the curre:nt acute

problems - security, nuclear disarmament, the prevention of new spirals in the

arms race - and the new realization of the opportunities that have opened up

before mankind."

The Soviet Un loo's position at the Reykjavik meeting was honest and

open-minded. It was based on the principles of equality and equal security, took

into account the interests of the two countr ies, their allies and peoples of all

States, and has become a concrete expression of a new approach and new thinking "'~~,~

dictated by the realities of the nuclear-missile age.

The Soviet delegation arrived at the meeting with constructive and the most

radical arms reduction proposals in the entire hisMry of .Soviet-United States

negotia tions. The proposals take into accoWlt the interests of both sides.

Far-reaching and interconnected, they constitute an integrated package and are

based on the programme announced on 15 January for the elimination of nuclear

weapons by the year 2000. The gist of the package is as follows:

The first proposal is to cut down by half all stra tegic arms, wi thout

exception.

The second proposal is fully to eliminate SOviet and United States

medium-range miss ilee in Europe and immediately to start talks on miss iles of this

type in Asia, as well as on missiles with a range of less than 1,000 kilometres.

we suggest freez ing the nunber of such miss iles immedia tely.
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The third proposal is to consolidate the .regime of the anti-ballistic missile

Treaty and to start full-scale talk s on a total ban on nuclear tests.

It was on the basis of the SOITiet proposals that the discussions in ~ykjavik

began.

As a result of laborious efforts and penetrating arguments, the two sides'

post tions drew reassur ingly closer on two out of three issues. The logic of the

talks brought the sides to dp.termining specific deadlines periods for the

elimination of strategic offensive arms. 'lbgether with President Ronald Reagan,

the two sides agreed that such arms of the USSR and the Un ited Sta tes can and must

be fully eliminated by the year 1996.

An accord was also reached on the complete el imination of Un ited Sta tes and

SOITiet medium-range missiles in Europe and on a radical cut in the missiles of this

class in Asia.

We attach fundamental importance to these accords between the USSR and the

thited States. They have shown that nuclear disarmament is possible. Slch is the

first half of the truth about the Reykjavik meeting. But there is also the other

half, and it consists in the fact that the thited States side frustrated an

agreement which it seemed was quite near at hand. The United States Administration

is now trying in every way to conv ince people that a poss ible ma jor success wi th

concrete agreements was not achieved owing to the intransigence of the Soviet side

ewer the programme of the so-called strategic defence initiative.

It is even being asserted that the USSR lured the United States into a trap by

putting forward breath-taking proposals cm cutting down strategic offensive arms

and medium-range missiles and that later on we ostensibly demanded, in the form of

an ultimatum, that the strategic defence initiative be renounced. But the essence

of our stand and of our proposals is as follows~ we are for the reduction, and

then the canplete elimina tion of nuclear weapons, and are firmly opposed to a new
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stage of the arms race and to its tra"l\sfer to outer space. Hence, we are against

the strategic defence initiative and ar.e for the consolidation of the

anti-ballistic missile Treaty.

It ~s clear to every sober-minded persoo that if we embark upon the road of

deep .;Uts, and then canplete elimination of nuclear weapons, it is essential to

rule out any possibility which could be used by either the soviet side or the

Uli ted Sta tf!S side for ga in ing un ilateral mili tary superiori ty. we perceive the

main danger of the strategic defence initiative to be precisely the endeavours to

transfer the arms race to a new sphere and to go into outer space with offensive

arms, and thereby to achieve military superiority. Thus, the strategic defence

inl tia tive has become the ma in obstacle to ending the arms race, to getting rid of

nuclear weapons, and is the main obstacle to a nuclear-free wor ld. Continuation of

the s tra tegic de fenc.e ini tia tive progr amme would sweep the world in to a new stage

of the arms race and destabilize the strategic situation. It is in vain that

Washington now claims that we are moving towards an agreement. To elimina te

nuclear weapons as a means of deter ring lImer iean aggression and to receive in

return a threat from outer space is unacceptable to "the Soviet Ulion.

Now the intent is to whitewash the self-defeating stand of the United States

Administr&tioo, which came to the meeting unprepared - ooe might say wi th the old

baggage. But when the situation ~equired clear answers, the United States scuttled

the poss ib Ui ty of coocluding the mee ting wi th concre te agreemen ts. In the new

situation that has emerged since Reykjavik - they want the U;SR to return to the

old approaches, to the fruitless numerical discussions, to go around in circles.

They want to use the Geneva talks again as a screen, not as a forum for seeking

agreements. This is to be regretted.

The results of the Reykjavik meeting cal!sed excitement in the whole world

because, for the first time in many decades, it brought us so far ahead in our
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efforts to achieve disarmament and showed that the removal of the nuclear threat

was Cl realistic possibility. The results of the meeting encourage all those who

want a breakthrough for the better.

We proceed from the premise that discussion in the wor ld on the results of the

meeting is, as me might say, only just beginning. We hope that the joint efforts

of the loeoples of the world, political and pUblic circles and the United Nations

aimed at turning into reality the possibilities that were opened up by the

Reykjavik meeting, will continue to increase.

The Soviet union has invested maximum good will in these proposals. We do not

withdraw them and everything that has been said to substantiate and develop them

remains valid.

"We 'dll act", said Comrade Gorbachev. "We will not depart from .Jur policy of

peace, o_f strl1,ggling against the arms race, of bann ing and eliminating nuclear

wea~ns and removing Ud~ janger from the planet. And I am convinced that we

are not alone in this stx~ggle.H

Nlat happened in Reykjavik must greatly encourage all peoples, pUblic

organizations, and the Governments of all States, independent of their affiliation,

to acknowledge the need to join the general struggle to normalize the international

situation and strengthen world peace. One 'of the main lessons of aaykjavik is that

new historical thinking, in line with the realities of the nuclear age, is a~

qua noo for putting an end to the critical situation in which the world finds

itself at the end of the twentieth century.
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The time has come to take action - decis ive action upon which the fa te of

mankind will depend. The struggle for nuclear disarmament has entered a new and

higher stage~ from here on it is nece~ ,ry to r~double efforts to cut nuclear

W\:lapons drastically and to eliminate them completely.

Today it is becoming increasingly evident to everyooe that all Sta tes and

peoples of the world must take energetic and urgent measures to maintain and

strengthen world peace and to prevent nuclear war. This urgent need is in complete

harmony with the motto of the International Year of Peac:e~ "ib safeguard peace and

the future of humanity". It is the realization of the deadly consequences of a

nuclear holocaust for the whole wor ld that makes all people of good will join the

anti-war mO'V'ement, which has acquired such tremendous magnitude. Today this

movement has become a powerful factor in world politics and is playing an important

role in crea ting the condi tions necessary for Sta tes to take practical measures to

eliminate the threat of nuclear war and to halt and reverse the arms race.

The attention of politicians, scientists, physicians, writers and world public

opinioo generally is centred on the problem of human survival in this nuclear and

space age. A whole series of ini tia tivea put foward by peace activists have

appeared in the international arena, and other initiatives are being discussed at

in ter na tiooal forums and in relevant negatia tions.

The desire of peace-loving States and peoples to end the drift towards the

nuclear abyss and to put the course of events back on the track of detente has also

been reflected in the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace, adopted by the

General AsseJl'bly on the ini tia tive of the Mongol ian People's Republic. The

realization of the right of peoples to peace is a major responsibility for each

State, because ooly in cooditions of peace will it be possible to ensuce real

respect for other basic human rights.
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The problems concerning the future of the world, civilization and culture were

the s\bject of the meeting of eminent men of the academic world held recently in

Kirghizia, me of the republics of the SOYiet thion. At his meeting with the

delegates at this forum, the General secretary of the Central Committee of the

CommWlist Party of the SOYiet mion stated, amoog other things, that mankind always

had enough wisdom, courage and conscience to understand the causes of a disaster,

but often, Uflfortunately, that was only after the disaster had taken place. How

different the lolOrld would look if the people had been able to prevent those

disasters each time they appeared on the hor izoo.

We have always learned the lessoos of the past and, surmounting difficulties

and sufferings, we have moved forward cho:sing our path. "But ~at will happen",

asks Comrade Gorbachev, "if we are unable to eliminate the nuclear threat that

hangs oyer our commoo home? If that happened there would be no possibility of

cor recting the er ror • "

The main demands of peace-lOYing forces reflect the most urgent needs of our

time, namely, to prevent nuclear war and the spread of the arms race into new

spheres, fir st of all into space~ to per suade all nuclear Power s to refuse to be

the first to use nuclear weapons and to ban those weapons, stop their testing,

freeze military ar senalsand start their gradual reduction and complete

eliminatioo~ and to insist energetically that all States carry out their

international obligations to liroi t the arms race.

The report of the secretary-General indica tes that the commemora tion of the

International Year of Peace has taken on a truly international character. In more

than 60 coWltries national focal points have been established to commemorate the

Year. Leader s of many COWltr ies have commemorated the beginning of the Year by

sending messages and making statements. The Eighth Conference of Heads of State

\
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and Gcwernment of Non-Aligned Countries, held at Karare, pronounced itself

unequivocally in favour of continuing efforts within the framework of the

International Year of Peace.

In his message on the Soviet Union's participation in the commemoration of the

International Year of Peace, Comrad! .G<xbachev stated that the peoples could and

should mak~ sure that the Year was reoorded in history as the year when we had

begun the establishment of a canprehensive system of world security, and that every

year from then on until the end of this century should become a milestone on the

way to the complete elimination of nuclear weapr"ns and the threat of total

destruction.

During the International Year of Peace the parliaments of a nUnDer of States

are holding special meetings and adopting declara tions on behalf of the Year in

whieb they support its main objectives and programmes. The statement issued by the

Commission on Foreign Affa irs of the Chanbers of the SUpreme Soviet of the {hion of

Soviet lbcialist Republics - the Soviet of Union and the Soviet of Nationalities -

expressed the hope that the Interna tiooal Year of Peace would pave the way for

mankind to a peaceful future.

Many (bvernments have informed the secretary-General of the United Nations of

the rallies and meetings held in commemoration of the Year and of various other

events organized in their countr ies.

Numerous events, such as international conferences, seminars, meetings,

sessions and competitions devoted to the International Year of Peace have been

organized in the Soviet Ooioo. Books, booklets and films are being released on the

subject. Mass media - television and radio, newspapers and magazines printed in

millioos of copies - cover the United Nations activities relating to the

maintenance of peace, disarmament and the prevention of nuclear war.
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Within the framework of the Intp.rnational Year of Peace, scores of millions of

Soviet people have participated in mass rallies for peace held in l-tlscow,

Leningrad, Volgograd and many other cities of the SOI/iet U1ion. These events have

actually turned into a national referendum for strengthening peace, removing the

danger of war CilIa saving the present and future genera tions from the threat of

nuclear catastrophe.

The events that enjoyed the broadest public participa tion were the "Day of

Trade union Action for Peace" and the "Peace Lesson" condlcted in all the schools

of our country. Ebr 80 millioo Soviet students, the "Peace L2sson" has become a

lesson inspir ing the younger genera tioo to share in the concern for the destiny of

mankind. The message of the secretary-General of the United Nations on the

occasion of the "Peace Lesson" stressed that all GOI/ernments and peoples of all

countries should lend their efforts to the strengthening of international security

and the preservation of peace.
(·-h!

A nUnDer of important international conferences devoted to the International

Year of Peace have been held in the Soviet Unioo, such as the conference in

Tbilisi, the international forum of science and technology and peace problems, the

international conference of Euro..~an and North American non-gOl/ernmental

organizations, the meeting of Soviet and American representatives of the public in

Yur mala and so for th.

The Soviet Union has rendered and will continue to render all possible support

to the efforts of the United Nations within the framework of the International Year

of Peace that will contr ibute to the solution of the key tasks of our time.
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The activities carried out in the context of the International Year of Peace

have demonstrated the keen interest of the international colllnllinity in the solution

of key issues of the present time. One can say that support for the Internatiooal

Year of Peace has acquired a global dimension. The Becretary-General of the United

Nation,,; and the secretariat of the Internatiooal Year of PeaCie have played a major

role in that process. We share the secretary-General's conclusion that the

Internatiooal Year of Peace is an important impetus for the development of

international co-operation and that it provides a unique opportunity for specific

cmd concerted actions wi thin the interest of pea(~. The programme for the Year

proves the great potential of the United Nations in s:timulating and co-ordinating

the ongoing interaction of States and Governments, governmental and

non-governmental organizations and agencies. Joint and concerted action within the

framework of the Year has become an important tool for strengthening the U'\ited

Nations and increasing its effectiveness. We support the proposals to hold -

within the context of the forty-first session of the General Assent>ly - a meeting

of representatives of the public of the Member States of the United Nations.

As the secretary-General of the tllited Nations has stressed in his report, the

Inter national Year of Peace will enable alctions for peace, inclUding actions by the

{hi ted Nations, to be k.ept constantly in \~e focus of attention. That conclusion

proves that the goals of the International Year of Peace should continue to guide

the activities of our Organization in the y,ears to come.

We are of the opinioo that the General Assembly should by every means possible

support efforts made in the context of the International Year of Peace. Moreover,

it should provide another stimulus for the future so that the International Year of

Peace will mark the birth of a new type of political thinking, liberating mankind

from the threat of total destruction and mobilizing the general public to that end.
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Mr. WANG Jiahua (China) (interpretation from Chinese); On this day a

year ago, the General Assemly of the Olited Nations solennly proclaimed 1986 as

the International Year of Peace. This initiative has since then attracted gene1Cal

interest and wide response from all CNer the world. A forceful impetus in itself,

it also affords the COWl tr ies of the wor Id a ch ance to reflect upon and explore a

suitable way to safeguard peace and security for mankind at large. At the same

time, it is a perfect occasim for the people of the world to expcess their

heartfelt desire for and strong commitment to peace and a better world.

Peace, to man, is a noble ideal. The memory of the tragic aftermath of the

two world wars remains fresh in people's minds. The cmtinuous local conflicts and

wars over the 4o-odd years after the second WOrld war have plW\ged the people once

more into profolmd anxiety. The grim realities all point to the dark likelihood of

yet another wor ld conflagration, and the people of the wor ld, while enjoying

relative peace, cannot but be aware of all the latent dangers and respmd to this

threat by enthusiastically joining in the struggle to preserve world peace. As the

secretary-General of the tbi ted Nations pointed out in his report, an obvious trend

can be detected from the various activities of the people today. At the time when

people are worried and anxious about the instability of the international

situation, people are filled with the aspiration, determination and potential for

the lCNe of peace, yearn ing for peace, and act ively work ing for the cause of

peace. As pointed out also by China's Foreign Minister, wu Xueqian, in his

statement at the present session of the General Assenbly, "The popular will for

peace is an irresistible trend in the world today." (A/41/PV.8, p. 42)

The safeguarding of world peace is the major purpose and objec+;ive of the

United Nations~ it is also the primaty duty and task of this ~ganization.
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OIler the past year, in the context of promoting the Interna tional Year of

Peace, the United Nations and other international bodies and organs have worked

actively and earnestly for the enhancement of international exchanges, the

promotion of international co-operation and the preservation of world peace. More

than 300 non-goyernmental organizations world wide have demonstrated the same

strong interest, enthusiasm and innovative spirit in carrying out the progranme for

the Interna tional Year of Peace and have scored gra ti fying achievements in many

areas. Facts have prc:wed that activities for the International Year of Peace are

not ooly viable" but can 'be very fruitful indeed.

The Chinese Government and people have responded actively to the United

Nations initiative on the International Year of Peace. OVer the past year, China

has participated actively in various international and regional activities

sponsored by the U1ited Nations, inclUding a symposium 00 the International Year of

Peace, and a consultative meeting with various national co-ordinating bodies. It

has also particip:lted in some large-scale functions organized by non-goyernmental

organizations in the context of the International Year of Peace, inclUding the

First Earth Run, now in progress, and the recently concluded Children's World

Fa ir. At the same time, we have also organized in China activities inclUding the

·Chinese People's Rally for World Peace" and a symposium on the subject, various

cultural and sports activities, and exhibitions on calligraphy, painting and

photography, all with peace as the main theme. Recently, a film dedicated to the

Inter national Year of Peace, Under the same Sun, was inaugur ated in our capi ta L, I

believe this film will soon be made available to our friends in other countries.

All these activities, when viewed from a global perspective, are but a drop in

the oce'an. For in safeguarding world peace, mankind has put at stake its own

security and future. This struggle has therefore become a great cause shared by

hundreds of millions of people and all the peace-lov ing caun tr ies in the world.
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To safeguard world peace, it is necessary, first and foremost, to stop the

arms race, especially the nuclear arms race. Today, the arms stockpiles of the

super-Powers have reached alarming proportions, enough to destroy the eart-Il many

times over. Such a monumental accumulation of arms runs the risk of flar log up one

day, entailing all the unthinkable consequences.
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Having made disarmament, especially the canplete prohibition and destructioo

of nuclear weapons, their major goal, the people of the WCj/tld strongly demand that

the sup;u:-pcwers halt tbeir dangerous arms race and take the lead in drastically

redJcing their nuclear armaments in order to lessen their confrontation and benefit

the cause of peace.

'1b safeguard wor ld peace. i is necessary to stop regional confl icts and local

wars. Wars in places such as Afghanistan, KampH:hea, the Middle East, South Africa

and Central 1~'-1er iea have for a loog time been causing countless deaths and

casualties and threatening world peace. People of all countries strongly condemn

foreign military aggression and demand the immediate withdrawal of foreign

aggressor troops from occupied countries. They also strongly demand the

elimination of the remnants and effects of colonialism and the total eradication of

racism and the barbarous system of apartheid.

Safeguarding peace also requires the strengthening of .friendship and

co~peration among all countries. The numerous developing countries strongly

demand that the existing inequities and unfa !tness in the wor ld be redressed. They

yearn for the establishment of a new pattern in international relations and a new

international economic order Q'l a more fa ir and ~ational basis, through which

international co~peration will be strengthened, leading to the commoo prosperity

of all countries.

China needs peace. The Chinese people desire peace and have always devoted

themselves to the maintenance of wodd peace.

China attaches great importance to disarmament. The Chinese Government has on

many occasions put forward proposals on disarmament, calling for the canplete

prohibition and destruction of all nuclear weapons and laying particular emphasis

on the major responsibility of the super-Powers in this respect. We have declared
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to the wcxld time and again that at no time and in no circumstances will China be

the fir st to use nuclear weapons. As an act of good fa ith and on its own

initiative China has redlced its armed forces by 1 million.

In the international arena China has CDnsistently opposed power politics and

hegellla1ism, rejected such act!:'. as the big bullying the small, the strong domina ting

the weak, the r ic:b suppressing the poor, and refrained from determin ing its

rela tions wi th other cotmtr:ies according to their social systems or ideologies. We

stand for peaceful CDexistence with all CDuntr ies that transcend i.deology and

canply strictly wi th the five pr inciples of peacefUl coexistence.

China extends its deep sympathy and firm support to all peoplE!s and countries

victimized by foreign aggression and oppression in their just struggle to safeguard

their sOl1ereignty, independence and right to national self-determination, and

regards that as its binding international obligatioo.

Everywhere in the world today, we are pleased to note, th~ .. struggle to

safeguard world peace is on an unprecedented scale, increasing constantly in scope

and depth. The forces for peace in the war ld are growing rapidly.

The International Year of Peace will soon be 017 er , but the people of the world

will not slacken their efforts to oppose wars of aggression and safeguard world

peace. We can rest assured that so long as the people of the world persist in

their effor ts to safeguard wor ld peace they will eventually be successful. The

Chinese Government and people will, as always, work together with all peace-loving

countr ies and peoples to contr ibute our share to the noble cause of safeguarding

world peace.

In CDnclusioo, we wish to express our gratitude and appreciation to our

collea9ues 00 the Internatiooal Year of Peace secretariat. They have dooe a great

amount of comnendable work in carrying out the Programne of the InternationalYear
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of Peace and in co-ordinating various international, regional and natiooal efforts

and activities. We are also grateful to Costa Rica, on whose positive initiative a

series of earnest and meaningful activities have been carried out. we sincerely

hope that the Ulited Nations will continue to contr ibute to the cause of peace and

play an even greater role, thus living up to the expectations of the peoples of the

world as a truly important international Organization.

Mr. BATlOUK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation from

Russianh The maintenance of peace on Earth is a matter of concern for all of us,

and the des ire of the peoples for peace, the anxiety of everycne in all countries,

has been manifested in the proclamation by the General Assembly of 1986 as the

In terna timal Year of Peace.

In this debate on agenda item 21 delegation are giving an account of the

numerous activities undertaken in their countries at the governmental and

non-governmental ;revels within the framework of the International Year of Peace.

It can be said wi th conviction that the In terna tional Year of Peace, procla imad by

the General Assembly, has been a clear demonstration of the desire of peoples to

prevent th~ world's sliding into a nuclear catastrophe and to open the way to a

secure world.

A powerful start was given to the International Year of Peace by t;he proposal

of the Scniet U'lion on 15 January of a programme of canpr ehens ive security through

disarmament. At the heart of that prograllllle is the plan for the step-by-step

elimination of nuclear weaPOns and the prohibition of offensive space weapons. It

provides for the complete elimination of nucler and all other weapons of mass

destruction by the year 2000 and a substantial reduction in conventional weapons.

Catstant concern for the maintenance of peace dictated the Soviet Union's

decisioo to extend its milateral moratoriwn on nuclear tests until

1 January 1987. That clearly shows the sincerlty of t.hE' &:vi'!!l intention to
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achieYe nuclear disarmament. As can be seen from the reaction of many people in

all countries and all continents, the SOviet moratorium on nuclear testing has been

the most rem.ukable event in the Internaticnal of Year of Peace. The canplete

prohibition of nuclear tests would be a major step towards general disarmament.

T~e scope of the initiatives of the socialist coun tr iea is seen in the

proposal to establish a comprehensive system of international peace and secur ity,

submitted by 10 countries, including the Ukrainian SCNiet SOcialist Republic, at

the present session.

Demonstrating a high sense of responsibility before all the peoples of the

wcxld and its readiness to canpromise in order to achieve the principal aim of a

stable peace in conditions of reliable security, the SOviet Union made a s~r ies of

major new proposals in Reykjavik.

<jcti •
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They were the most far-reaching proposals that had ever been p.1t fOl:'ward in

the context of SOviet-American negotiations. They would make it possible to find a

gent"xal approadl to resolving key issues, and, we can say without exaggeration,

would lead the wor ld to peace.

For the first time in many decades the meeting in Reykjavik enabled the two

sides to move a long way fexward towards nuclear disarmament. In Reykjavik new

possibilities were opened for achieVing agreement on the elimination of strategic

offensive weapons within the next 10 years. There was also great progress with

respect to the question of verification. In these circumstances, the

anti-ballistic missile Treaty takes on key significance, and this was the reason

for the Soviet proposal to the effect that the USSR and the United Sta tes of

America make a commitment not to exercise their right to nulli fy that Trea ty and to

observe strictly all of its pr 017 is ions for the next 10 years.

However, as the meeting showed, within the framework of its so-called

strategic defence initiative programme the military-industr ial complex in the

tbited states is trying to p.1t weapons in outer space, and this made it impossible

to reach agreement in Reykjavik on the most substantive issue. None the less, it

was clear that the elimination of the nuclear threat is possible and is a realistic

arm, and that the negotiations should be continued. The search for peaceful

solu tions cannot be ended ~ it must be carried on thrOUgh the efforts of all

peace-loving forces. This is the aim of all states and social organizations and of

the world public, wi th in the fr amewor k of the In terna tional Year of Peace.

The International Year of Peace is being observed widely in the Ukrainian

Soviet SOcialist Republic. Special measures are being organized by a commission

headed by Yevgeny Katchaglovsky, the First Deputy Chairman of the Ukrainian Council

of Ministers. The first working day in 1986 was obs-erved in the Ukraine as a day

of peaceful labour. By decision of all workers their paycheques for that day were
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transferred to the SOI/iet Peace Fund. This was a gesture from the heart, pranpted

by the feelings and convictions of my countrymen with regard to the proclamation of

1986 as the International Year of Peace.

!br our people there is no more cherished goal, no aim closer to their hearts,

than the preservation of peace. They know all tao well \lIhat war means and they are

absolutely determined to prevent a return of the horrors of war.

Within the framework of the International YeE of Peace, which we wanted to

convert into a decade of stable guaranteed peace for all, we held a Peace watch on

2S February, a week of action against war and for security and co~peration in

Europe in May ana a week of struggle for peace in June. On 1 septen'ber in many

schools and other ewca tional insti tu Hons in the Ukraine there was a lesson on

peace. Many millions of people participated in anti-war rallies, meetings and

sports events dedi ca ted to the International Year of Peace.

During the week of action against war and fore security and cb~peration in

Europe, held in May 1986, at the request of the Wexld Peace Council, there were

23,000 anti-war rallies and manifestations i, which more than 12 million people

participated. They demonstrated the unshakeable determination of the Ukrainian SSR

to participate actively in efforts to achieve the aims and pur(X)ses of the Year to

and to make their contribution to the strengthening of peace.

In August there were mass demonstrations by workers in the Ukraine in support

of the SOI/iet moratorium on nuclear tests and an appeal to the tllited States to

follow the example of the tSSR. The whole (X)pulation par ticipa ted in events

arranged in observance of the International Year of Peace, especially

representatives of the present generation.

In April, in Kiev, the fourth International Student Festival of Peace was held

and students from more than 100 countries studying in the SOYiet Union
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participated. The principal theme of the festival was the mity of the peace

movement as a necessary condition of a successful strnggle against the threat of

nuclear war.

There were a number of meetings, festivals and other t!vents dur ing the year

"'ith the theme of the ideals and purposes of &:'ne International Year of Peace. End

the arms race, preserve outer space for peaceful purposes, enter the twenty-fir st

century wi thout. nuclear weG~ns - these were the appeals to the PeOples and Heads

of State launched by those who participated in the event called Bike for Peace,

which took place along a route connecting Kiev, Prague, Mootreal and New Ycrk.

This aroused great interest on all sides and hundreds of local bicyclists

participate~:,t. various points aloog the route. The mass reaction of the

population ~"./J the appeal 'to consolidate peace by active measures showed clearly

that the pet)ples of the world are united by a burning desire for a firm and stable

future for present·. and future generations.

The secr.:etary-General of the United Nations, Javier Perez de Cuellar, in his

message &t the beginning of the International Year of Peace rightly statad:

"As the International Year of Peace begins, let all be mindful that its

theme - "'1b safeguard Peace and the EUture of Humanity" - provides an

impor tant focus not ooly for 1986 but for the year s ahead."

All peoples are awaiting specific results from the policies of their

Governments. They are demanding peace, and an end to the game in which the fate of

humanity is the stake. we need a new kind of th ink ing based on the coocept of the

inadmissibility of nuclear war and the need for corrmon, determined efforts to

eliminate the nuclear threat and establish world security through radical

dis ar roamen t meas ur es •
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The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR fully supports the view that the

acti·vities t ideals, aims and purposes of The International Year of Peace have

permanent value. we support the proposal to maintain and extend these wor thy

activities in the future. As indicated in draft resolution A/41/L.9/Rev.l~

"the ideals and objectives contained in the Proclamation of the Intunational

Year of Peace will remain a valuable source for future dialogue and action to

pronote and achieve Peace".

The International Year of Peace is closely linked to the implementation of th<!

Declaration of the Right of Peoples to Peace in draft resoluticn A/4l/L.10,

submi tted by the delegation of the ftbngolian Peoples Republic, in which, among

other things all States and international organizations are called uPon to do their

utmost to contr ibute to the implementation of the right of peoples to peace through

the adoption of appropriate measures at both the national and international level.

We support the provisions of both these draft resolutions ~e aim of which is
,

to stimula te the struggle of the Peoples of the wcxld to establish international

peace and secur ity.
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Mr. ABISINI'l'O (Papua New Guineah I speak today on behalf of the seven

SOUth Pacific For\IQ Meuber States of: the tbited Nations: Australia, Fiji, New

Zealand, Papua New Guinea, samoa, Solomon Islands and VlInuatu.

We come from a region of the world which in recent decades has had and still

experiences a reasonable degree of peace and stability. That is a fortunate

consequence of our historical circumstances and geography. RelWteness har,; its

costs, but it has its benefits too.

Although some of us do not enjoy a particular wealth of resources, the absence

of conflict has enabled us to make sound long-term decisions about the exploi ta tion

and management of what we do possess.

We are deeply concerned, as we believe all countr ies are, to preserve our

securi ty • Our concer n is deeply felt. Many of us have in our memory the agony and

depr ivations of war.

we see, in different parts of the world, other people enduring that misery.

Our hearts go out .'to them. The technological development of weapons of war has

exacted a particular cost in some parts of our region. The testing of nuclear

weapons has been an affront to the people of the region. Iegrettably, such testing

is still inflicted on us.

We shall continue to protest aga inst that activity. Here in the Un ited

Nations we will also pursue our collective objective that all countries,

particularly those which possess nuclear weapons, should agree to terminate the

arms race and to re&1ce their mili tary arsenals, for we regard the very essence of

the purpose of the United Nations to be the promotion of peace. The Organization

was built from the ruins of war. Its Charter affirms that fundamental purpose.

Last year, at the fortieth anniversary of the organization, we Member States

rededicated ourselves to the Charter. We also Wlanimously proclaimed this year the
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International Year of Peace. The secretary-General has noted in his annual report

on the work of the Organization that a major purpose of this year is~

"to encourage the strengthening of the Ulited Nations as a central element in

assur ing peace in the coming decades". (A/4l/l, p. 3)

The dedication of 1986 as the Internatiooal Year of Peace has helped to remind

us of our shared interests. Within our region, our co-operation as menbers of the

south Pacific Forum is a most effective means of maintaining dialogue and

understanding which are important foundations for peace. Our concern is to address

the political and ecooomic inequalities which, if unresolved, nay lead to

instability.

The International Year of Peace has also pE'OI7ided the focus for numerous

regional activities, designed to prOJIDte public awareness of., a,~cJ support for, the

united Nations and its Charter, and to accelerate the process of seeking peace and

justice through practical programmes of action.

Both our nm-governmental organizations and our Governments have worked

together. Prominent among their activities have been a regional seminar on the

International Year of Peace which was held in Suva, Fiji, at the very beginning of

the year. In August, the SOUth Pacific Forum adopted three Protocols to the SOuth

Pacific Nuclear-Free-Zone Treaty" They will be opened for signature by the

nuclear-weapon Sta tes be fore the end of the year. The Forum rei tera ted its view

that the Treaty was a significant addition to the existing arms control and

disarmament regime and would make an important contribution to protecting the

region's favourable seOJrity environment. The "First Earth Run", one of the

primary international events of the International Year of Peace, will traverse the

region at the end of November and beginning of Decenber.
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on the national level, many of us have orgll1ized observances, conferences and

other activities. Postage stamps and colllllemorative coins have been bsued. By

small steps and large, the peoples of the South Pacific have taken the opportmity

provided by the Internatk-'al Year of Peace to dedicate themselves anew to the

cause of peace. Fcx instance, the people of Papua New Guinea observed the

International Year of Peace by organizing poetry and poster competitions, "Walk and

Run for Peace" rallies, and other activities. These events reflect Papua New

G1inea's colll1litment to international peace.

we acknowledge Costa Rica's role in giving life to this ini tiative. The

exper lence of th is year has been of great value. As 1986 - the International Year

of Peace - draws to a close, we are resolved to bu ild upon the achievements of

this important year.

Mr. BUTLER (Australia) ~ May 1 begin by associating myself and my

dele91tion canpletely with the statement that has just been made by the

representative of Papua New Guinea on behalf of the SOuth Pacific Forum M!JIi)er

states of the tbited Nations. In wat 1 shall say now, 1 should like to add to

that statement from the perspective of Australia.

In a little more thM a year from now Australians will commence celebra ting

their bic:entenn.ial year. The year 1988 will mark 200 years since people of

Eucopean origin settled in Australia. Their journey to Australia was long and hard

and many perished. This illustrated what was, then, the relative isolation of

Aus tral ia fr om many 0 ther par ts of the world.

The arrival of those settlers in Australia was not an end but a b~inning.

The new settlers encountered a land and conditions that made the harshness of their

journey seem easy. Our vast continent has rewarded the efforts of its people but

it is a difficult land and those efforts have, necessarUy, been heroic.
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A little over 100 years after that first settlement the six colcnies, which

had been established on the Australian continent, forged unity in the modern

Australian State - the Commonwealth of Australia, and the first test to which that

un i ty was pi t was the tes t of war.

At; the beginning of this century young men and women from the Commonwealth of

Australia, all volunteers, went back to Europe to fight in that dreadful and bitter

conflict, the so-called war to end all wars, the First World war. We suffered

terrible losses and, indeed, there was a siCJ1ificant resultant in'balance between

the male and female population of Australia for the whole of the following

genera tion.

Like others, we then passed through hard economic times and, just when those

burdens seemed to be lightening, the world plunged into war again and Australians

went to war again, this time in Europe, North Africa and the Pacific. Again we

paid dearly.
.

It is f;:hus easy to understand why Australia played a vigorous part in the

negotia tions, at San Fr ancisco, on the Char ter of the O1i ted Na tions.

It is easy to understand why we became an original Member of the United

Nations and why, today, Australians strongly support the purposes and principles of

the Charter of the United Nations, the united Natioos and its family of

organ iza tions and why in th is year, the In terna tional Year of Peace, the

celebration and observance of the Year of Peace has been carried out in Australia

wi th a vigour and level of public in tereet which has probably not been lIB tched

anywhere else in the world.

Simply, peace has been important to Australia throughout all of its history.

The European settlement of Australia had, in many respects, an unhappy and

un-peaceful origin.
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A good number of our first European settlers were transpo~~ed to Australia as

convicts, because some of the Australian colonies had been established as penal

settlements. The choice of that location of a distant prison was itself a product

of conflict, the American War of Independence, because the outcome of that war

meant that the American colonies would no longer be available as a place to which

convicts could be sent.

Because our first test as a unified nation, our first experience of the

conduct of our own international relations, was the experience of war, the need for

peace is deeply inscribed in the consciousness, the historical memory, of all

Australians. Following the second terrible conflict and breakdown in Europe just

45 years ago - what some might call the last great demonstration of European

tribalism - a second great wave of migrants and refugees came from Europe to

Australia and became Australians. Because of their origins they brought with them

a deep rejection of war and desire for peace.

Then, as a result of conflict ~n Asia and South-East Asia during recent

decades, we have again welcomed to Australia tens of thousands of new Australians,

this time people of Asian origin, and they too have had a bitter experience of war

and yearn for peace.

It is also true that throughout our history we have lived with our indigenous

people, the aboriginal Australians, and for too long in the past in circumstances

which were not what they should have been, but we are rectifying this. Australia

is now a truly multiracial and multicultural society and this has meant that peace

within our own society and amongst all of our variety of people is and remains a

major Australian value.

In order to facilitate community involvement in the celebration and observance

of the International Year of Peace, my Government committed $3 million to such
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activities. Details of our International Year of Peace activities are provided in

document A/41/580. Our national activities have been co-ordinated by a National

Consultative Committee on Peace and Disarmament established specifically for the

International Year of Peace. In each of the States which make up the Commonwealth

of Australia a State-level consultative committee for the International Year of

Peace has been established. Those committees are made up of citizens from all

walks of life and backgrounds. They are truly representative of the whole

Australian community. It has been of immense importance, too, that they have been

made up of individuals with a clear personal dedication to peace, to the role of

the United Nations and to disarmament.

Materials on the nature and purpose of the International Year of Peace have

been disseminated widely in Australia through the media. The response to those

actions throughout the whole community has been overwhelming. Simply, there has

barely been a community anywhere in Australia, a city or town no ~atter how large

or small, in which throughout the year there has not been a variety of activities

celebrating, publicizing, analysing, discussing or giving expression in art to the

virtue of peace and to the importance of this Year.

The national and State committees have received tens of thousands of

applications from citizens, groups and individuals for financial support for

International Year of Peace activities. The task those committees have faced has

been difficult because so many applications had merit. Simply, the interest

expressed in the International Year of Peace and the constructive proposals made

for its celebration and observation were many times larger then the very

considerable sum of money that the Government made available for International Year

of Peace programmes. For this reason a great deal was also done on the basis of

voluntary participation and voluntary community contributions.
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There cannot be the slightest doubt that peace is one of the highest values of

the Australian community, and the decision by the United Nations to observe 1986 as

the International Year of Peace has been deeply appreciated in Australia and

vigorously supported throughout our community.

I had the honour a year ago of outlining in the Assembly the approach

Australia would take towards celebration and observation of 1986 as the

International Year of Peace, and in a sense what I have said today is by way of a

report. I can report to the Assembly that we have implemented our programme and

that it has been a success far beyond what we could have foreseen.

The message from this is clear. In Australia peace is seen positively. Peace

is seen as a positive situation, not merely as the absence of war. Peace is seen,

auite specifically as a desirable state of relations between all peoples and

between all states.

Our Australian celebration and analysis of the International Year of Peace has

also made another point very clear. Peace is sometimes difficult to achieve/but

must be striven for. It will not arrive of its own accord. But surely all this

proves is the well-known reality that one of the worst reasons for refusing to take

up a challenge is that one knows that it will be difficult. Instead the reverse is

true: that anything that is worth while must be seized with both hands and,

struggled for, for as long as is necessary. Peace in today's world is precisely

such a challenge, and peace is as necessary to life as is breathing itself.

If one were to try to sum up the aspirations which bind together the

multicultural and ethnically mixed community which makes up the modern Australian

community I would say that it is this: Australians share the common belief that

every person is entitled to a decent standard of living, to individual liberty and

to life within a framework of peace.
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In our pursuit of peace we place great faith in the purposes and principles of

the United Nations and in the work that it carries out daily, throughout the world,

in addressing the cruel problems of poverty, food, pUblic health and human rights.

We also insist upon the role of the united Nations in ensuring that disarmament

makes its correct and irreducibly important contribution to the maintenance of

peace.

It is for these reasons that we have welcomed and supported the united Nations

International Year of Peace, and it is for these reasons that we will continue to

work for peace.

I conclude by expressing the gratitude of my delegation to that of Costa Rica

for the work it has done in bringing so many of us together on draft resolution

A/4l/L.9/Rev.l, of which my delegation is prOUd to be a co-sponsor. We commend it

to the Assembly, in the earnest hope that it will be adopted by consensus.

Mr. ARMSTRONG (New Zealand): The Ambassador of Papua ~ew Guinea spoke

earlier on behalf of the members of the South Pacific Forum. He set out very

clearly the desire of the countries of our region to live in peace and security.

He reaffirmed our support for the International Year of Peace. New Zealand

endorses everything he said. I should like now briefly to outline some of the

activities that have been undertaken in New ~ealand as part of the Year.

New Zealand supported completely the proclamation of the International Year of

Peace by this Assembly. Above all, the united Nations stands for peace. Its

Charter is the corner-stone of international law. Its primary purpose is to .

preserve the peace. It was entirely appropriate, therefore, that on the fortieth

anniversary of its founding the United Nations should have declared 1986 the

International Year of Peace.
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New Zealand's commitment to working for peace through this Organization is of

loog standing. At the fir: st session <t>f the AssenOly, held in London, our then

Prime Min ister, Mr. Peter Fr as er , stated our country's belief that the

es tab lishmen t of

"secur ity, peace, and human brotherhood is the highest and noblest task

coofrooting mankind". (Official Records of the General Assellbly, First part

of the first session, 14th plenary meeting, p. 221)

He reaffirmed New Zealand's commitment to the success of the organization. He

said,

"The choice before the nations today is to decide to live in peace and

friendship, observing national and international social and ecooomic justice,

or to face mutual annihilation. The nations must accept peace or per ish".

(Official Records of the General Assellbly, First part of the first session,

14th plenary meeting, p. 227)

The International Year of Peace has prOlTided a unique opportunity to increase

public awareness of and support for the objective of peace; to em{i1asize the

pr inciples and purposes of the United Nations; to encourage the promotion of peace

and security through practical action W1dertaken a.t all levels of society.

The central focus of the New zealand Government's support for the

Internatiooal Year of Peace has been to encourage community involvement in the

Year. '1b that end, two comni ttees were established in New zealand. The Officials

Committee canprises representatives of GOITernment Departments. Its Chairman is the

Deputy Min ister of Foreign Affair s, and it has sought to co-ordinate Gover nment

activities in support of the Year. The other, the PDtearoa Committee, canprising

representatives of noo-governmental organizations - has focused on promoting and

oo-ordina ting activi ties by non-gOlTernmental bodies. In addi tion, regional

commi ttees have been established in var ious parts of the country to act as a
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channel of cOmmunication between commmity groups and individuals and the Aotearoa

Committee.

In promoting the observance of the Year the New zealand Government has taken

careful account of the secretary-Generalis advice that the celebration of the

International Year of Peace should not require or expect lavish expenditure. That

is important. If the Year is to be genuinely meaningful, ordinary citizens must be

Willing to recognize the importance of peace and to work positively both during the

Year and thereafter, rather than relying on the resources of GoI7ernments.

Nevertheless, the Government recognized that a certain level of pUblic funding was

necessary to assist in the cwerall administration of activities of the

International Year of Peace. It therefore contributed to the administrative

expenses of the PDterea COIII1Iittee and the costs of liaison with peace groups and

other organizations, Assistance was also given for specific projects - pr incipally

in the preparation of lIB ter ials for use in schools and III iversi ties,. for holding

peace festivals, and for projects with the theme of "Peace and the Tangata ~enua".

Gcwernment Departments have undertaken a nureber of important activities in

support of the Year: The &:lucation Department has worked to bring the message of

the In terna tional Year of Peace to the young people of ~tew Zea land ~ it has

inoorporated aspects of ·peace studies· into school curricula - an inncwation that

will be of benefit in years to come. The Human Rights Commission has assisted with

the preparation of materials on conflict resolution and related subjects. The

Health Department has prepared articles 00 the theme of "Radiation in War and

Peace". The Post Office has issued two stamps to comnemorate the International

Year of Peace. The Forest Service has established a "peace grove" of native New

Zealand trees in a State Forest Park. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has included

IIBterial 00 the Internatiooal Year of Peace in publications on disarmament and on

the fortieth anniversary of the united Nations~ it also invited a nunt>er of eminent
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visi tors to New Zealand in order to increase public awareness and understanding of

peace issues.

Among nm-governmental organizations, a wide range of activities for the

IntOernatimal Year of Peace has been undertaken by comm\l'lity and peace groups both

nationally and at the local level. These include peace education courses, camps

for ch Udren, lecture tours by CJI1erseas speakers, dedica tion of peace grO'les, and

the holding of many seminars, workshops, festivals and exhibitions having as their

theme the prollDtion of peace.

These activities show that in New Zealand the cOlllllemoration of the

Interna tional Year of Peace has truly been a grass-roots effort. The Government

has played its part but the real celebration of the Year has been within the

commmity. It is sig\ificant for this Organizatioo, that a basic theme of that

effort has been the promotion of support for the United Nations. This was shown

very clearly earlier this "feek when the Government awarded to the Uli ted Na tions

Association of New zealand the IYP Peace Award for the group mak ing the most

significant cootributioo to the Internatiooal Year of Peace in New Zealand.

The Year is almost OV'er. We consider its value to lie in part in the focus on

peace which it has encouraged ewer a Umi ted period of time. The conclusion of the

Year will not, however, see any diminution in our support for its objectives. That

support will cootinue. The objectives of the Internatiooal Year of Peace are

central to the United Nations; they are central to our efforts to build a truly

better and more Peaceful world. we are therefore pleased to co-sponsor the draft

resolution contained in document A/4l/L.9/Rev.1.

Mr. WIRmNO (Indooesia): The Internatiooal Year of Peace, with its theme

"ib safeguard Peace and the Future of Humanity", prOV'ides us with an opportune

occasioo to reaffirm our commitment to the pr inciples and purposes of the thi ted

Nations Charter, and gives a renewed impetus to finding solutions to the arms race
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and regional conflicts, and to the prol'lDtion and maintenance of equitable and

stable relations among nations.

Our organization, born out of the turmoil and chaos of the second ~r ld war,

has for O'Ier 40 years worked effectively towards the realiza tion of the common

aspirations of all people to peace, and remains the pr incipal multilateral

framework capable and effective enough to achieve such a lofty goal. peoples

ar.ound the world that are living under the heel of foreign domination, or that are

yet to free themselves from the indi~ity of apartheid and colmialism, can look to

the united Nations for guidance and assistance in achieVing their inalienable right

to self-determination and can be sustained by our commitment to their cause. It

remains our solemn obligation to fulfil the pledge we made to the wor ld and to

ourselves to achieve nutual respect, understanding and sO'Iereign equality through

implementation of the Charter.

Despite all the multilateral and bilateral meetings on disarmament held during
-:·1~C;

the Internatiauu Year of Peace, however, the world has continued to witness an

ac::c:eleration of the arms race, both nuc::lear and conventional, with its attendant

consequences for mankind. Meanwhile, expenditures for armaments have reached

unconscionable prop:»rtions, robbing peoples of sorely needed resources to contend

with pOl7erty, human misery and deprivation in many parts of the world. However,

some si~s of reassurance appeared recently a\ the her izoo, when the leader s of the

two super-powers met in Iceland. It is to be hoped that that meeting will be

resumed soon and result in a major breakthrough leadinq ultimately to a world of

~iding peace and sec\-",i ty.

Although it must be admitted that universal peace remains elusiv~, as regional

cooflicts and struggles for power cmtinue to inflict untold suffer ing upon

millions of people, no small amount of success haS been ach ieved, and we shall

cmtinue to be guided by our faith in the ultimate victory of our cause and in the

moral consequences of our quest.
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In the social and economic fields, the United Nations has taken a leading part

in guaranteeing respect for the dignity of the human spirit and person through

ensuring resp~at for human rights, and in seeking an end to apartheid and racial

discrimination, while famine relief programmes in Africa and disaster aid in many

parts of the world have saved millions from starvatlon,giving true meaning to the

term "international community". In addition to these notable achievements, the

United Nations has been an active proponent and motivating force in seeking a more

just economic distribution, facilitating development efforts in many countries.

In attempting to raise the auality of life for all men and women, and in

holding out hope for a better future for our children, the United Nations has

removed much of the frustration that leads to tension and to the continuation of

the cycle of violence. While it has not been able to prevent all conflicts, the

United Nations has attended to the needs of refugees and other casualties of war,

such as widows and orphans, with a noble passion.

The International Year of Peace has served as an excellent vehicle for

increasing public awareness of such activities as those I have just mentioned. In

drawing attention to the successes of the organization in humanitarian, social,

cultural, economic and political areas it will crystallize pUblic s~pport for

future endeavours to implement the principles of the Charter, advancing the cause

of peace.

My delegation has followed with keen interest the many national activities of

the Member States in celebration of the International Year of Peace and we are

indeed encouraged by the overwhelmingly positive response it has received

throughout the world. These efforts will no doubt contribute to the furtherance of

international peace and co-operation.

Indonesia too has promoted the International Year of Peace with many national

activities, an account of which we transmitted to the Secretary-General in a note
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verba1e. In his statement at the 13th plenary meeting of the General Assembly at

this session, the Foreign Minister of Indonesia, who is chairing the National

committee of Indonesia for the International Year of Peace, stated that our

adherence to the principle of universal peace was not only a moral obligation for

Indonesia, but a constitutional mandate.

It is our sincere and earnest hope that expressions of comn,itment to the

Charter and to the principles of the Year in favour of global peace and an end to

conflict among nations may continue to be heard long after the Year's end, and that

true and lasting results may be achieved towards global peace.

Mrs. CASTRO de BARISH (Co~ta Rica) (interpretation from Spanish): It is

an honour for me to introduce the draft resolution contained in document A/4l/t.9,

which has now been revised in document A/4l/L.9/Rev.l. The draft resolution is

sponsored by tne delegations ~f Bahamas, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Botswana, Burundi,

Cameroon, Colombia, Costa Rica, Congo, Cote d'Ivoire, Cyprus, nqminican RepUblic,
.1,

Ecuador, El Salva~or, Eauatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Malta,

Morocco, Pakistan, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Samoa, Senegal, Sierra

Leone, Sri Lanka, Suriname, Thailand, Togo, Uruguay and Venezuela, to which were

subseauently added the delegations of Australia, Belize, Canada, China, Chile,

Gambia, Indonesia, Nepal, New Zealand, Nicaragua, the Philippines and Singapore.

The main purpose of the draft resolution is to highlight the importance of the

proclamation, exactly one year ago today, of the International Year of Peace with

appreciation of the fact that the promotion of peace is the basic objective of the

United Nations, and that its attainment is the common ideal of all the peoples of

the world. The search for peace is the very raison d'etre of our Organization.
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In the preamble, appreciation is also expressed of the fact that this basic

objective has generated an enthusiastic response on the part of the international

community and gives an important impetus for increased international co-operation

towards the attainment of peace.

There is an expression of welcome of the governmental and non-governmental

action for the implementation of the programme of the Year and, turther, of the

action undertaken by the Secretary-General, as well as the co-operation extended by

the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council, and the participation of

su~sidiary bodies and organizations of the united Nations system, as a response to

General Assembly resolution 40/10 of 11 November 1985.

There is recognition of the concrete and substantive contribution made by the

international community as a whole towards understanding and dialogue between

nations and peopleE, and to the efforts reauired, in particular during !986 and

beyond, with a viewl~o achieve the goal of genuine peace.

In operative paragraph 1 the General Assembly conveys its thanks to the

Governments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations and to the world

community for their efforts in the promotion of peace, and invites them to

persevere in those efforts, inspired by the purposes and principles of the Charter

of the United,Nations, as well as by the objectives and the spirit of the

International Year of Peace. Although ~his year will come to an end, we believe

that each and every day should be devoted to the cause of peace.

In operative paragraph 2, gratitude is also expressed to the Secretary-General

and the secretariat of the International Year of Peace for their valuable efforts

in promoting and fulfilling the request of the General Assembly contained in

resolution 40/10 by maintaining links with the national co-ordinating committees,

educational institutions, the mass media and others in the activities carried out

during the International Year of Peace.
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Here I should like to point out that our delegation, as have many other

delegations that joined with us, made an effort to draft these paragraphs without

includi~'~ a specific reference to professionals, students, or youth, and to those

persons and groups that had enthusiastically contributed to the celebration of the

Year, in order to accommodate suggestions by some delegations that wished more

general terms to be used, since that was thp.i~ preference. We have also included

the word ·dialogue" in one of the preambular paragraphs and in one of the operative

paragraphs, in order to accommodate another reauest.

In operative paragraph 3 it is recognized that the ideals and objectives

contained in the Proclamation of the International Year of Peace will remain a

valuable source for future dialogue and action to promote and achieve peace.

In operative paragraph 4 the General Assembly underscores the contribution

made to the Programme of the united Nations and to the activities during the Year

by non-governmental organizations, educational institutions, the~mass media and

others, and as I said earlier, the word "others· was included in order to satisfy

the concerns voiced by those who did not wish to see specific categories of people

mentioned, something which to us was extremely imPOrtant and meaningful, but in

order to achieve a general agreement, we included this word, although it is not

really acceptable to us. ~

So far I have been referring to the original text of the draft resolution

(A/41/L.9). Now let me explain the changes that have been reflected in the revised

draft (A/41/L.9/Rev.I), which we would like to introduce in our desire to find a

formulation that will be generally acceptahle to all. The sponsors of the original

draft resolution (A/4l/L.9) held a meeting yesterday morning in order to find a

form of words that would make it possible to arrive at a compromise text.
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Now we know that compromise does not mean that one h~= to give up everything,

but rather to give way on some points and to retain others. We also had

indications to the effect that operative para~raphs 5, 6 and 7 were not acceptable

to certain delegations. There were also certain amendments in document A/41/L~13

submitted by the soviet union and other delegations from Eastern Europe. In a

spirit of accommodation in order to achieve consensus, we decided to eliminate the

aforementioned paragraphs since certain delegations were not ready to give the
.,

draft its support - not only those delegations that submitted amendments, but

others as well. We now have operative paragraph 5 in document A/4l/L.9/Rev.l,

which: "Reauests the Secretary-General to use the Trust Fund established for the

International Year of Pe~ce for the promotion of peace, and to report thereon~"

This new operative paragraph 5 takes into consideration the first amendment set out

in document A/41/L.13 of the Soviet Union. After discussing the matter with the

representative of the Soviet union, we note that it is now acceptable.

I should like to point out that this amendment, which refers to operative

paragraph 6 of the original draft, does imply some sacrifice for us, because the

Trust Fund would benefit to a certain extent the University of Peace, with

headauarters in Costa Rica. All members know that the only financing of that

university is through voluntary contrihutions. We had also reauested the inclusion

of the United Nations Centre for Disarmament and Peace with headauarters at Lome,

Togo. We should like to thank the representative of TogO for his understanding and

for accepting the deletion of that paragraph so that we may reach a consensus. We

now have the new formulation in operative paragraph 5 of document A/41/L.9/Rev.l.

Operative paragraph 8 of document A/4l/L.9 has now become operative

paragraph 6 of the revised text~ which: "Reauests the Secretary-General to prepare

a final report on the results of the Year," Operative paragraph 9 of document

A/4l/L.9 has now become operative paragraph 7 of the revised draft. Rere, also,
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in order to find a compromise formula we have agreed, despite our desire to

maintain the original drafting which was shared by the sponsors and by many other

delegations, to delete the words: "to that end", so that it now reads: "Decides

to include in the provisional agenda of its forty-second session the item entitled

'International Year of Peace'".

Subseauently, the sponsors of document A/4l/L.13 called on us to include

operative paragraph 5 as it appeared in document A/41/L.9 as a negotiating point

with the amendment in document A/4l/L.l3. But the elimination of operative

paragraph 5 from document A/41/L.9 was the result of suggestions made by other

delegations from other groups and therefore it was not possible because the

sponsors had already taken a decision to eliminate operative paragraph 5 on the

basis of comments made with respect to that paragraph. Furthermore, we have made

tremendous effort to ensure that the draft resolution would represent a consensus

text as a result of the changes introduced.

My delegation would like to recall that in order to achieve general agreement

it has been necessary to sacrifice points of view by all interested parties,

including our own. This has been the only way to find a text which, while it may

not be satisfactory to everyone, does none the less reflect the most important

parts of all views, which are all aimed at promoting the International Year of

Peace and its successful termination in 1986. For thi.s reason the sponsors of

document A/41/L.9/Rev.l call on all delegations to give th~ir support to this

compromise text in a spirit of accommodation and co-operation so that this last

draft resolution on the International Year of Peace can be adopted today without

vote.

Finally, my delegation wishes to place on record its gratitude to all

delegations that have gone along with us now and throughout the years of

preparatory work for the International Year of Peace in this, our final effort,
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which has made an important contribution to the cwerall efforts undertaken by the

United Nations in order to attain one of its main objectives, namely, to promote

and maintain peace, which is the common ideal of all peoples throughout the world.

Ms. KGABI (Botswana) ~ On 24 OCtober 1986, at a solemn meeting

commemcxating the fortieth amiversary of the tbited Nations, the General AsseS31y

adopted the Declaration which proclaimed 1986 as the International Year of Peace.

It called upon all peoples of the world to join in decisive efforts of the Olited

Nations to pr:otect peace and the future of all mankind.*

On behalf of the delegation of Botswana, I would like to express our gratitude

to the secretary-General and to the secretariat for the International Year of

Peace, for their valuable efforts in promting and fulfilling the request of the

General Assem1y, contained in resolution 40/10, through, inter alia, maintaining

liaison with national co-ordinating committees, academic institutions, information

media and others involved in activities during the year.

In declar ing 1986 the In terna tional Yecp: of Peace, the interna tiCl'lal commmi ty

hoped that such action would prOl1ide an opportunity to consider ways and means of

increasing the chances of peace in the world and that the legitimate aspirations of

mank ind would be fulfilled. Throughout the year, support for the InternatiCl'lal

Year of Peace was reflected in programmes which included workshops, cCl'lferences,

seminars and other activities. The report of the 5ecretary-General (A/40/669),

indicated that between January and May 1985, for example, four regional seminars

were organized to pl:epare for the International Year of Peace and to p:omote its

objectives. Topics such as Peace and Development J Peace and Disarmament~ and

preparations for life in Peace were discussed. Documents were adopted and

* Mr. Moushoutas (Cyprus), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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consensus emerged. SUch consensus reflected a general agreement that a broad

approach was necessary if peace was to have a meaningful definition in today's

world.

Peace should not only be taken to mean the absence of war but it must also

mean the nOD-violaUon of human rights and rights of people. At this juncture, I

would like to refer to the statement made by Mr. Kabanda of Rwanda, at the fortieth

session of the General Assenbly, that:

-The concept of peace is an uneasy bedfellow with the concept of rac:ism, in

the same way as peace and war are naturally in opposi tion. Thus racism,

whatever its guise and particularly in the most refined and pernicious form,

apartheid, colm ialism and all other systems or policies which keep a part of

mankind in a position of slavery or degradation, reveal a lack of awareness of

human rights and the rights of people.-

However, despite the call by the international ool'llDunitY!!~pr peace, South

Africa cootinues to carry out its policies of internal repression and oppression

and external aggression and destabilization on its neighbours in the southern

Africa region. This is reflected in South Africa's continued illegal occupation of

Namibia, the presence of its illegal administration arid of its troops in the

Territory. The regime continues to subjugate the peoples of Namibia, denying them

the right of self-determination. The continued exploitation of Namibia's natural

resources, a cause for underdevelopment, is yet another manifestation of SOUth

Africa's policies of aggression and destabilization in the region.

This threat to peace is not confined to southern Africa alone. The Gulf,

Afghanistan, the Middle East and Kampuchea are areas still ravaged by war and

paralysed by conflict. My cOlmtry, like the rest of mankind, wishes to see

peaceful and durable solutions to these problems.
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The question of disarmament and nuclear weapons is a burning issue in relation

to ~rld peace and security.· In that connection, I should like to refer to my

Minister's statement during the general debate here, in which he said:

"I need only say that those that bear the primary responsibility for the

cootinuing arms race must cQ'ltinuously take into account the concerns of the

millions of people around the world who are tearful of the prospects of a

nuclear holocaust;". (A/41/PV.25, p. 58)

It has been said that "wars begin in the minds of men". It is, therefore, in the

same minds that a total abandonment of nuclear weapons can be brought about, and

th is has to be wor ked at.

My delegation thus calls for the prevention of nuclear war, the prevention of

the extension of the arms race and the ending of all nuclear tests, and hopes for

fruitful results at the ongoing talks between the super-PCMers. we further call

for the canplete 'eliillination of the use of force and all non-peaceful means of

settl ing international disputes. We reiterate that countr ies should unequivocally

prohibit the use of mass annihilatia1, as well as the use of political plessure,

economic coercion and aggressive propaganda against other countries.

As indicated in the secretary-General's report, the abundance of human talent

and mater ial resources at present being devoted to the arms build-up and

mili tar iza tiQ'l could be more posi tively u til ized in developing the means of

secur ing a stable and lasting peace.

In conclusion, I should like to say that, without conmitment to peace, the

outstanding problems the world faces in this era cannot be successfully resolved.

Instead the lack of peace will have a negative effect on the developnent of all

mankind.
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Frenchh My GoI1ernment and the Lac people, like all the peoples of the world,

warmly welcomed the resolution adopted by the General Assenbly at its ool'll1\emorative

meeting on 24 OCtober 1985, proclaiming the year 1986 the International Year of

Peace. That decision followed up:>n resolutions 39/11 and 40/11 of the General

Assenbly, aCbpted on 12 Noyenber 1984 and 11 NO'Ienber 1985, on the right of peoples

to peace, a right for the effective enjoyment of which a lengthy struggle has to be

waged.

It is well known that the international situation in recent year s has been

dlaracterized by an increase in tension and serious conflicts, and an acceleration

of the arms race, both nuclear and conventional, for which the resp:>nsibility lies

with the warlike circles of imperialism as does the responsibility for the

oontinuation of the er irninal policies and practices of the racist Pretor ia regime

in South Africa and the Zionist Tel Aviv regime in the Middle East. In other parts

of the wor ld we note that threats to the peace and seoul' ity of~p;eoples continue

unabated.

The international oolll'llunity was able to see clearly which of the two nuclear

powers was responsible for the collapse of the recent swnmit conference in

Reykjavik. It is regrettable that that imperialist super-Power should have clung

at all costs to its Star Wars programme, ~ClSe implementation will push our planet

and with it all civilization, to the brink of nuclear catastrophe. Whatever

happens, the peac:!-lO'ling peoples of the world will continue their struggle against

any policies and practices that pose a threat to the peace, seoul' ity, freedom and

independence of the peoples, or to peaceful coexistence amoog all peoples of the

world regardless of their political and social systems.

Peace and security, as well as freedan, independence and justice, ue noble

ideas for whose realization all the peoples of the world have always striven with

Cletermination. But it is not enough for a State to boast about its attachment to
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these noble ideas enshrined in the tl\ited Nations Charteq it must also demonstrate

its good intentions by specific deeds. Unfortunately, nowadays we are witnessing

an increase in conflicts and serious tension prOl7oked by the policies of

aggressioo, intervention and State terrorism pursued by certain imperialist,

colcnialist, and neo-colCllialist Powers and other reactiooary forces in various

parts of the world.

All such policies are obviously contrary to international law and to the

lbited Nations Charter. The coocept of peace means not merely the absence of war;

it means more than that. True peace cannot be imagined except with honour and

freedan and in coo junctioo wi th the effective exercise of poli tical, ecooomic and

social rights. From this point of view, my Government welcomes and supports the

proposal JlBde by 10 socialist cotmtries to establish a canprehensive system of

international peace, and secur ity, encompassing the political, military, economic

and humani tar ian s~.eres.

However, we should not have any illusions about this~ by this I mean that a

determined struggle will have to be waged by the peoples of the world to ensure the

establishment of such a system. That is why the peoples of South Afr ica and

Namibia, under the guidance of their natiooal liberation mOl7ements, are still

conducting their heroic struggle against the racist Pretor ia regime. This is true

also of the martyred Palestinian people and other Arab peoples that are still

stUbbornly fighting against the Zionist occupation forces of Israel. It is also

true of Central America, ~ere peace and security are seriously threatened by the

interventionist and aggressive policy being pur sued relentlessly by an imper ialist

super·-Power.

The idea of peace and security is deprived of all meaning if certain

imperialist, colooialist and neo-colCllialist Powers cootinue to refuse to implement

scrupulously the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, including those
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relating to the granting of independence to colmial countries and peoples. We all

know that several islands in the various oceans of the world are still the victims

of exploitation by the colmial and administering Powers. "at is even more

serious is that these small Non-Self-Governing Territories are in the process of

being transformed wr:o military and nuclear bases of the colooial Powers. My

delegation is happy to note, however, that the international col\1llunity, and

particularly the Ulited Nations, the depositary of the hopes of the oppressed

peoples, have made considerable efforts to mobilize all coun'u ies and peoples of

the world to ensure the implementation of the lofty aims and objectives of the

International Year of Peace.

The realities of the world today are such that it is useless for anyone to try

to live in a vaculltl. The Coooept of the interdependence of peoples and peaceful

ooexistence of nations has inexorably taken over. In the nuclear and space age, it

is dangerous and even nonsensical for any nuclear Power to nourish the hope that it

will be able to emerge victorious from a nuclear conflict. In this regard, the

GoITernment of the Lao People's DeJlDcratic Republic unreservedly supports all the

proposals and initiatives of the Soviet union, other socialist countries and

peace-loving and justice-lOlling countries throughout the world aimed at reducing

international tension and establishing peaceful coexistence among nat~s with

•different political and social systems.

The proposal contained in the statement of 15 January 1986 by the General

secretary of th e Cen tra 1 Commi t tee of th e Canmun is t Par ty of the SOIl ie t Ul ioo, tha t

all nuclear weapons should be eliminated by the year 2000 should be taken up by the

other major nuclear Power. The unilateral moratorium on nuclear tests, observed

and extended several times by the SOviet union, is undoUbtedly in the interests of

the peace and security of our planet. It is very desirable that this noble exanple

be followed by the other party.
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The Lao GoYernment also supports all initiatives aimed at proclaiming various

regioos of the world, including South-East Asia, zooes of peace, stability and

co-opera tion. The Lao People's DellDcra tic Republic, toge ther wi th the people's

Republic of Kampuchea and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, has spared no effor t

to mak(~ that noble idea a reality in our region.

In imp1 emen ting the Progr aflllle of the Inter national Year of Peace, the Lao

People's DellDcratic Republic has oJ:ganized many activities, the details of which

have already beP.n cofllllunicated to the secretary-General. They include meetings,

singing and art canpetitions, symposiums at various institutes and sdlools, special

stamp issues and newspaper articles and radio and television programmes on the

theme "For peace and against war". The Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace, held

in Vientiane in February this year, made a notable contr ibution to heighteninc;;

public awareness.

The Lao Government and people, whidl ha-le been the victims of a long war of

foreign aggression and whose aspiration to live in peace wi th all the countries and

peoples of the world never wavers, will spare no effort to make their cantr ibution

to the preserv... tion and strength~ing of international peace and security.

Mc. KNIPPING VIC1'ORIA (Dominican Republic) (interpretation from

Spanish): The Ulited Nations could consider no more appropriate item than that

concerning peace, which is t.l1e very essence of the Organization and the reason for

its es tab1 i shment •

Everyone knows that it was the ideal of peace that led to the Organization's

creation at the end of the devastating worl/a conflagration. The horrors of the

second WOrld war spurred the peoples, deeply perturbed by so much destruction,

pain, SUffering and grief, in their perpetual search for peace, as they were
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already fully convinced that on\y through peace could they ensure their survival,

progress, well-being and happiness.

Although in purely legal terms the United Nations Charter is an international

treaty, it nay also be regarded, for the reasons I have just given, as a progt'amme

of action and an instrument dedicated to the promotion of international peace and

security, whose purpose is "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of

war".

However, peace can be achieved only in a world where there are no blatant

ecooomic, social and cul tural inequalities and injustices. Therefore there can be

no doubt that the gap between the rich and poor countr ies, which increases daily,

is a dangerous cause of social tension. Can there be a balance in international

relations while the distressing phenomenon of underdevelopnent per sists? Can the

representatives of nations in a world of such disequilibrium speak the same

language and give their words the same meaning?

These anxieties necessar ily lead us to maintain that equality is a

prerequisite for the establishment of peace. In that regard, it is pertinent to

note the following paragraph of the preamble to the Char ter, which acknowledges

that prerequisite when it tells us that the peoples of the United Nations are

determined

"to reaffirm faith in fundamental human P:iCjhts, in the dignity and worth of

the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of na tions large

and small".

A quick glance at the present international situation reveals the follOlrling~

a third of mankind is enjoying the "benefits of progress in science, technology, the

economy, education and culture, while two thirds are excluded from the enjoyment of

such benefits, with the great majority of them living in desperate conditions.
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That is, paracbxically, the tragic reality of our time, since we are living in an

age of astonishing advances in scieklce, medicine, technology and all other tields

of human knowledge.

What can we deduce from all this? We are inevitably led to the conclusion

that peace is possible only 00 the basis of freedan, justice, equality and the

co-operation and soli&r ity of all peoples. Therefore, peace must have a p:>sitive

caatent and a dynamic meaning. Peace cannot mean simply laying down arms, nor is

it the absence of war. Peace '=.'1 l.~sitive co-operation between all States, big and

small, dedicated to establishing fair, more equitable relations that guarantee

respect for human rights and the fundamental rights of all peoples in an atmosphere

of brotherhood, order and harmony. Peace is a commitment to prevent conflicts or

settle them by peaceful means. Peace is a comnitment to ensure economic

development and social well-being. Finally, peace is hope for a better world.

However, to promote peace and strengthen the inherent desire for peace of 1~1l

societies, the United Nations must cootribute to creating a new world consciousness

in the quest for peace by carrying out an active educational campaign. Both the

uni ted Na tions itself, as a legal en ti ty wi th its own independent j uddical

persooality, and l4!mber States must participate in the campaign in order to prepare

present and future generations to live in peace, for, as the Constitution of tht:!

united Nations Fducational, Scientific and Cultural Organization clearly states;

"sin(~ wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the

defenoes of peace must be constructed".

A valUable instrument that could make a ne;,table contribution to the campaign -

or, rather, the crusade ~ is the press, with its mission to inform peoples about

current international problems, by promoting values and attitudes in favour of

peace.
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Although war appears to be a constant factcc in the histoty of ma9~ind we

believe none the less that the ideal of peace can be attained. We will .not be

shaken in our conviction despi te the cons tra in ing di fficul ties rela ted to the

present economic situation arising from the aggravation of the negative impact of

debt, the increasing arms race, the deplorable and morally reprehensible racial

discrimination, religious intolerance, the unjustifiable violation of human rights

and fundamental liberty and freedoms, the tendency to use force in linternational

relations, and the egoism of putting national interests above general interests.

Ai though it is a com.'IlOn desire of all peoples to achieve peace we must start a new

dialogue and a better understanding to achieve this end. This dialogue whim ie a

necessary cor.di tion must recogni~e,the eCalomic and social inbalances we have at

present and also requires clear-cut attitudes and constructive approaches towards

the establishment of a new international order which contains the seeds of a new

er)a';of peace, stability, co-operation and solidarity. We should like to quote from

one of the preanbular paragraphs in resolution 40/3 which approved the procla:,ation

of the International Year of Peace, when it considered that "efforts and activities

to achieve posi tive resul ts in in terna tional co-opera tiCXl for the P>:OllDtiO" of

peace must be intensified dur ing the Year and for ever ••• ".

Therefore we must continue to promote peace, since this is the overriding

purp:»se of the United Nations.

Coosideration of this item before us could not be more timely than it is

today, 24 OCtober, a day which in terna tialally commemora tes the tl1i ted Na tions.

This is a happy and meaningful ooincidence which prompts us to reiterate our

constant support for the principles and purposes of the tl1ited Nations. For this

reasCXl and because we totally identify ourselves with the ideals of peace, we are a

sponsa: of the draft ~esolution which the General Assenbly has before it now.
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On other occasions the DOminican Republic, a peace-lov ing coun try, has stated

that without peace there can be no economic progress or social ~developnent. We

havA said that without peace there can be no harmatious. and civilized relations

between peoples. We have stated that peace is of the highest social value. We

have stated that peace must be the main consensus which inspires the purposes of

the United Nations.

Finally, peace, the conmon heritage of mankind, must be based on social

justice, co-operation and ~'Iternational solidarity.

Mr. FARES (Democratic Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic): First of all,

allow me to begin with this quotation: "!L'he representatives of the people of

Democratic Yemen express their hope that the parliaments of the world will respond

to this special appeal concerning the International Year of Peace and will

contribute to and participate in this noble cause; the maintenance of

in terna tional peace and securi ty and the development of IIIJ tual co-opera tion be,bJ.,e..en

all peoples".

This was part of the message sent by Comrade Haydar Abu Bakr al-' Attas,

Cha irman of the Presidium of the People's SUpreme Council, to all the parliaments

of the world and to which was attached the appeal issued by the SUpreme Council to

all the parliaments of the world on the intern", tional proclana tion, by the General

Assembly of the United Nations, of 1986 as the International Year of Peace. The

appeal states that; the SUpreme People's Council welcomed the proclanation of 1986

as the International Year of Peace, and supported the progralll'Re for the

In terna tional Year of Peace and its purposes and objectives so that all the peoples

of the world might live in peace and security.

The People's SUp~eme Council in its appeal called upon all the Yemeni people

and all the peace-lOlling peoples and parliaments throughout the world to express

their solidarity against the threats directed towards the peoples of the world and
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their right to live in peace and stability, and to make every effort to stabilize

and ma in ta in peace and secur i ty, give every form of s uppor t to all peoples' r igb t

to self-determina tion. They were also called upon to denounce the threat of war

and the es~1.ation of the arms race in order to set up peaceful international

relations built cm peaceful coexistence between different eccmomic, political and

social systems, to continue the struggle to build a new international economic

order, as well as to co-operate actively to make the International Year of Peace a

year in which important changes will prevail for peace, secur ity and disarmament,

and to give practical effect to the noble human pr inciples of the tkli ted Na tions.

The appeal reflects the conviction of the People's Council in Democratic Yemen that

peace is a single unified ideal.

The dangers of war cannot be overcome and international peace cannot be built

in this world except cm the principles of justice, equality, freedan, the safeguard

of national sovereigncy, and social progress for all peoples and all nations. As

for the arms race, the mobilization of military arsenals, the building of military

bases on foreign territories, the intervention in the internal affairs of other

co\D'ltries and the usurpation of their national resources - they pose a threat to

international peace as a whole.

Democratic Yemen considers peace and its consolidation as one of its primary

objectives. It is also the cornerstone of its foreign policy and of all its

political and diplomatic activities. Democratic Yemen was therefore in the

forefront of those countries which welcomed the International Year of Peace and

took the necessary steps to implement the decisions and resolutions of the General

Assenbly in the ma t ter •
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A decree of the Cabinet established a national committee for the Internat:;'onal

Year of Peace, to be responsible for setting up the prograllllles and activities, and

with appropriate terms of reference to pursue the aims of the General Assentlly

resolution which proclaimed 1986 as the International Year of Peace. We reviewed a

nunber of the activities and programmes carried out by the national conunittee in

the message we sent to the secretary-General of the united Nations, and which is to

be found in document A/4l/628. we are happ'y to state that the it.ational committee

is oontinuing its activities in order to disseminate knowledge of the International

Year of Peace and the role of the ll'1ited Nations in proJOOting international peace

and security and finding peaceful solutions to international conflicts and disputes.

Although the current international situation gives reasoo for pessimism in

view 0 ... the prevailing tensioos, and international oonflictB, the fundamental

differences that exist in interna tiooal rela tions, the continuing escalation of the

arms race, and particularly the nuclear-arms race, and the appearance of such new

possibilities as the attempt to militarize outer space, we consider that the

International Year of Peace, with its principles, purposes and objectives, offers a

new perspective, calling for optimisn. The International Year of Peace helps give

us grounds for optimism when we look at the world of today, with all the many

cootradictions to be found in modern internatiooal relations, because there are

many positive steps we can take to br ing some kind of pressure to bear on those

internatiooal contradictions and which can open the way to peace, freedom and

security.

Among those positive steps, we refer to the peaceful and constructive

proposals presen ted by the USSR, designed to remO'le the shadow of a nuclear war and

to PIt an end to the feverish arms race. We must also refer to the important

decisions ~ich resul ted from the summit Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement

held in Harare and t~e success of the Stockholm Conference, the sign ing of new

agreements on the peaceful development of nuclear power, the growing acceptance of
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of the idea of nuclear-free zooes and zooes of peace, including the Paci fic OCean

and the Ii,dian Ocean, the gp:owth of understanding of the struggle for peace, the

support and consolidation of international co-operation in various financial,

ooll!llercial, social and humanitar ian fields of activity, and the growing conviction

of young people of the need to divert the increas iog amount of resources which are

being wasted on armaments to peaceful purposes, in order to achieve p~ogress and to

assist in the development of the developing countries.

The celebration of ta'ie International Year of Peace should help us to create

the necessary sui table condi tions for the elimination of the threat of nuclear war

and to lay the foundations for international peace and seour ity and international

oo-operation. In DenDcratic Yemen, we reaffirm our readbess to do all we can to

achieve the noble principles of the International Year of Peace, both now and in

the future.

Dame Nita BARROW (Barbadosh In the International Year of Peace, the

Heads of Government of the Caribbean Community (CARI<XM) met in Georgetown, Guyana,

and agreed that the Cat'ibbean region should be preserved as a zooe of peace. In

taking this decisioo, our leaders not only took on a mcxal commitment to peace in

the region, but demonstrated their determination to co-operate on the international

scene for the total elimination of the scourge of war. We in the Caribbean have

loog recognized that our greatest resource is people, and that their developnent

finds its grea test expression in an atmosphere of peace. And that is why the

tradition in the region has been to concentrate expenditure of scarce resources on

educa tioo, heal th services, diversi fiea tion of agriculture and development of

industry, rather than on militarization.

The decision of the CARIQ)M Heads of Government also reflects the attitudes of

the general public. Those attitudes were made abundantly clear by the involvement
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of non-governmental organizations and large sections of the commtmity, of all ages,

in their individual capacities, in the "Million Minutes of Peace" Appeal.

It took only ale thought and that thought grew and became reality. In less

than one year tIle "Million Minutes of Peace International Appeal" launched by an

imaginative international Conunittee, has captured the imagination of millions of

people in 69 c::ountr ies, representing all regions of the world. As the largest

non-fund-raising project for the International Year of Peace, the Appeal has

carried the message of peace to all people of the world, from children in African

villages cmd American schools, to islanders in the Philippines, the Pacific and the

Caribbean, from average citizens of all ages to Heads of State and world leaders.

OVer one b ill ion minu tes of peace have been dona ted world-wide through prayer,

meditation and positive thoughts of peace. That's a grand total of one billion,

twenty-four million, four hundred and fourteen thousand, six hundred and twenty

seven minutes, ranging from 600 minutes from one small country to over 500 million

from a larger me.

As a patroo of the Appaal, I had the hooour of participating in the launching

of the Barbados appeal on 16 septenber and the pleasure of observing the response

by Government and the public since then. Near ly one million minutes were

coo tr ibu ted to the Appeal by the people of Barbados.

This overwhelming response to the International Year of Peace and the various

initiatives that developed from the Year is a powerful synbol of the deep desire

and personal oonmitment to peace from the peoples of the world. They are anxious

to see the advent of peace in the world and are eager to make their own personal

oontr ibution to that end.

Whatever the detractors of this Organization may say, the peoples of the world

have demonstra ted their confidence in and their support of the uni ted Na tions and

its ideals.
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Today the Foreign Minister of Barbados, in his address to the nation en the

occasim of United Nations Day, told Barbadiens~

"My message on the occasion of thited Nations ray is essentially this.

The world has not seen a global war since its Charter was proclaimed~ that

counts for something. The world has seen over one hlDldred new States taking

their legitimate place in the Organization, bringing richness and colour that

now give it a unique character. I do believe that in 41 years of growth the

United Nations is in a better position to achieve its purpose as conceived by

its founders. Small States in the system cannot contemplate failure for the

United Nations. If they do, they give up hope for the maintenance of

international peace and security. They abandm their aspirations at achieving

international economic, social, cultural and humanitarian issues, and at

prollDting respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all."

It is our hope that 1986 will not just be remembered as al"lother successful

"international Year" but that our collective efforts nay prove to be only a

beginning and will eventually result in the true attainment of peace.

we must never forget that beyond all else peace is the purpose for which this

organization stands.

My remar ks can find no better oonclus ion than the words of actor Ben Kingsley,

another patron of the International Appeal Committee, whose art put him in touch

with Gandhi's great spirit of peace~

"A mL-,.ute of peace is a truth that the hands can touch."

The PRESm~T: In accordance with General Assembly resolution 477 (V) of

1 NOV'ent>er 1950, I now call on the Observer of the League of Arab States.

Mr. MAKSOUD (League of Arab States) ~ The International Year of Peace is

of primary and vital importance to the Arab peoples and the Arab nation. The

reasons are many. We have an ethical oommitment to peace. We have a vested
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interest in its promotion and its realization. The ethical commitment is a broad

and almost universal consensus. The vested interest is particularly characteristic

of those na tions and societi~s, especially in the th ird world of \lhich we are part,

that are cognizant of the fact that their expeditious developnent and progress and

the upgrading in the quality of life are linked to the progress towards real and

viable world peace.

Because of those two imperatives, the League of Arab States has consistently

supported the efforts of the united Nations secretary-General in this regard and

has repeatedly urged the need for States to comply with the provisions of the

lhited Nations Charter and the united Nations resolutionsa. That is a crucial

prerequisite for restoring the effectiveness of the United Nations system and the

cred ib ili ty of its r esolu tions.

It is our firm belief that the united Nations is and will be for a long time

to come, the principal instrument for genuine and purposive peace. It is, however,

essential to define the word not ooly in terms of an absence of war but als'o in

terms of enhancing equity, freedom and justice. In the final analysis peace should

be assumed while the quest for justice should be our compelling purlOse. That is

why we believe that the remaining obstacles to the achievement of international

peace should be faced squarely by the international colllllunity and the United

Na tions.

In this respect we urge the super-Power s to focus more intensively on the

problems of overall disarmament instead of the petty breaking down of their

diplomatic presences and thus rid the peoples of the world from the anxieties that

inhibit them from the creative endeavours that are inherent in the purpose of life.

The threat that nuclear, ballistic and advanced armaments represent has

frustrated I1l1ch of the resilience needed to achieve the overall objectives of the
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thited Nations. We u~ge, furthermore, that in the pursuit of international peace

the MiQile East conflict be resolved within the framework of the United Nations and

in accor dance wi th its Ch ar t~r and r esolu tions.

For that reason the LeaClQe of Arab States, especially at its last session on

18 and 19 October this year, reaffirmed its call for a well-conceived and

well-structured united Nations international conference on the Middle East. We

believe that this should be pursued immediately and in a sustained manner, in order

that the problems of. the Middle East may be resolved in such a way as to promote

and coou ibute to the efforts for peace.

It is obvious that in th is respect Israel's withdrawal from all Arab

territories and the enabling of the Palestinian people to exercise their right of

self-determination are the two p:' incipal pillar s for a durable, comprehensive and

just peace in the region. Hence it is clear that inextricably linked wi th the

objective of peace is the issue of self-determination for the Palestinians and the

people of south Africa and Namibia. Self-determination is a manifestation of human

equality and dign ity. As loog as those issues remain unaddressed - an apartheid

regime in southern Africa and Israel's occupation and violation of Palestinians'

nl:Jtional and human rights - peace will remain elusive and threatened.

That is the challenge on this forty-first ann iversary of the uni ted Nations

Charter.

The PRESIDENT: Before the Assenbly proceeds to take a decision on draft

resolutioo A/4l/L.9/Rev.l I would inform the General Assenbly that the delegation

of Poland wishes to be added as a co-sponsor of the draft resolution.

The General Assenbly will now begin the voting process on draft resolutions

A/41/L.9/Rev.~ and A/41/L.10.

I call on the representative of Costa Rica who wishes to raise a point of

order.
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Mrs. OlS'l'RO de BMISH (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanishh My

delega tion had asked that ckaft resolutim A/41/L. Y/Rev ~l be adOpted wi thout a

vote. We cannot vote on peace. We must adopt the draft: resolution without a vote';

preferably by consensus, but without a vote. X hope that is how it will happen and

I beg delegations to accede to this request on the part of Costa Rica and all the

45 co-sponsors.

The PRESIDENT: I fully share the view of the representative of Costa

Rica. It was my intention that we should do exactly that.

The Assembly will first take a decision on draft resolution A/41/L.9/Rev.l.

If I hear no objection I shall take it that the Assellbly wishes to acbpt the

draft resolution.

The draft resolution was adopted (resolution 41/9).
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The PRESmENT: The Assel'\'t)ly will now take a decision on draft resolution

A/41/L.10. A recorded vote has been requested.

A reoorded vote was taken.

In favour: Afghanistan, Alger ia, Angola, Antigua and Bar buda, Argentina,
Bahra in, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bel ize, Ben in, Bhu tan, Bol iv ia,
Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burma, Burundi,
Byelorussian SOYiet Socialist Papublic, Cameroon, Cape Verde,
Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Congo,
Costa Rica, Cote d'Ivoire, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechosloyakia,
Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, D:>minican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,
El salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, German
Democratic Republic, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,
Guyana, Haiti, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Papublic
of), Iraq, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lao People's Democratic
Republic, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Malawi,
Maldives, Mali, Malta, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexioo, Mongolia,
Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, oman, Pakistan, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Qatar, Rwanda, Saint Ulcia,
Sao Tome and Pr incipe, Somalia, Sri Lanka, SUdan, Swaz iland,
Syrian Arab Papublic, Thailand, To9o, Trinidad and 'l'obago,
Uganda, Ukrainian SOYiet Socialist Republic, tllion of soviet
Socialist Republics, United Arab Emirates, United Republic of
Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Against: None.

Abstaining: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Fiji, Finland,
France, Germany, Federal Republic of, Greece, Iceland, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Liberia, IA.1xE!mbourg, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Samoa, :Senegal, Sierra Leone, Solomon
Islands, Spa in, Sur iname, Sweden, 'run is ia, Tur key, Un ited Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Ulited States of America,
za ire.

Draft resolution A/41/r~.lO w·:as adopted by 104 votes to nale, with

33 abstentions (resolution 41/10). *

'·Subsequently, the delegations of Romania and senegal advised the secretariat
that tiley had intended to vote in favour; the delega tion of Papua New Gu inea had
intended to abstain.
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The PRESIDENT: I shall now call on representatives who wish to explain

their position on the draft resolutions that have just been adopted.

Mr. ~yODSON (United Kingdom): On behalf of the 12 States members of the

European Community, I wish to address some remarks to the draft resolution

contained in oocument A/4l/L.9/Rev.l, on which the General Assembly has just taken

action.

Our delegations welcome the sentiments behind the initiative taken by Costa

P\ca to establish 1986 as the International Year of Peace. We believe that it has

helped to focus international attention on a primary goal of the United Nations -

that is to say, to strengthen the maintenance of international peace and security.

The delegations on whose behalf I am speaking have therefore been pleased to join

the consensus on previous resolutions relating to this subject, in particular

resolution 40/3, which formally proclaimed 1986 as the International Year of Peace.

As 1986 drawe to a close, the need for the international community to continue

the search for practical measures that will contribute to a strengthening of

international peace and security remains, of course. That is the spirit in which

the 12 members of the European Community approached the draft resolution in

document A/41/L.9/Rev.l.

Our support for the draft resolution was based on the understanding that it

does not detract from the guidelines endorsed by consensus by the General Assembly

in 1980 regarding International Years in general. These include the agreement in

those guidelines that special secretariats established for the celebration of

International Years should be dissolved immediately upon the conclusion of those

Years, and that any evaluation after the Year has ended should be carried out

within the budgetary resources provided for the Year.

By definition, International Years come to an end when the particular calendar

year ends. In supporting the draft resolution in document A/41/L.9/Rev.l, the
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Twelve wish to make it clear that we accept operative paragraph 7 in order to

satisfy those delegations that feel that it is necessary to enable them to consider

the Secretary-General's final report on the International Year of Peace.

1 should like to reiterate the commitment of the 12 members of the European

Community to international peace, and our determination to strive for a more

peaceful and secure world.

The 12 States members of the European Community abstained on the draft

resolution contained in document A/4l/L.10.

When the Decla?ation on the Right of Peoples to Peace was introduced at the

thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly, the representative of Ireland 6 whose

country then held the presidency of the European Community, explained the

misgivings of the Community's member States~ In particular, he drew attention to

the fact that the Declaration is not compatible with the united Nations Charter,

and also auestioned the value of such declaratory measures in terms of making a

real and substantive contribution to the cause of peace. We continue to have these

doubts, which are evidently widely shared by those others who abstained on the

draft resolution.

It is our firm belief that actions by States that are consistent with their

international obligations will do far more to strengthen international peace than

any number of empty declarations.

!t was for those reasons that the 12 members of the European Community

abstained on draft resolution A/4l/L.lO.

Mr. STIRLING (United States of America): My delegation congratulates the

delegation and Ambassador of Costa Rica as well as the impressive number and range

of co-sponsors on the adoption of draft resolution A/4l/L.9/Rev.l.
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The concept of the International Year of Peace, as originally proposed by the

delegation of Costa Rica, was a note"fOrthy concept, one which my delegation has

supported in the General Assembly and other United Nations forums. We appreciate

the efforts carried out by the Ambassador of Costa Rica on behalf of the

International Year.

We have always been dismayed, however, when particular delegations have

attempted to use the International Year of Peace ftS part of a campaign to place the

blaMe on Western countries, and on my country in particular, for the growth of

nuclear weapons and for breaches of peace, and to imply wrongfully that the United

States seeks unilateral military superiority. Several of the statements made

duri~~ this debate have been indicative of that campaign.

peac~ will be obtained through the difficult but necessary process of

negotiation and reconciliation on the issues that divide us, not through

declarations that are substitutes for positive actions.

We seek in this forum to go forward in a spirit of consensus and

eo-operation. Particularly today - United Nations Day - we choose to emphasize the

important role of th~ united Nations in maintaining peace and security.

My delegation wishes to make just a few brief comments on the resolution

itself.

It is our view that operative paragraphs 6 and 7 should be considered in

tandem. The secretary-General has been reauested to prepare a final report on the

results of the Year. With the presentation of that report at the forty-second

session of the General Assembly, the Assembly should conclude its consideration of

the agenda item -International Year of Peace".
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,

In that final report the Secretary-General 'has been asked to describe the use8

to which the remaining balance of the International Year of Peace Trust Fund has

been put in the promotion of peace. We look forward to examining the report in

that regard.

Finally, we also recall General Assembly resolution 38/56 on the I~ternationa1

Year of Peace, w~lch took into account the guidelines for international years and

anniversaries adopted by the General Assembly in its decision 35/424 of

5 December 1980. One of those guidelines indicates that, as a rule, special

secretariats established for the ~e1ebration of international years should be

dissolved immediately upen the conclusion of those years. We trust the

Secretary-General's report will e'~a1uate not only the results of the Year but the

manner in which the guidelines for international years have been applied, including

the above-mentioned gui~eline.

With respect to draft resolution A/t1/L.10, we share the views outlined by the

delegation of the United Kingdom, on behalf of the European community, and for

those reasons also abstained in that vote.

Mr. MUTO (Japan): The Government of Japan has taken a number of steps in

observance of the thirtieth anniversary of Japan's membership in the United

Nations, as well as the International Year of Peace. These include the

establishment within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of a liaison office for

activities regarding Japan's anniversary and the International Year of Peace, and

the decision to issue commemorative postage stamps.

The Japanese people have been informed of the Year, for example, through

notices in Japan's national newspapers. Moreover, the Government has supported

various events organized by private organizations, and in these and other woys

Japan has actively participated in the Year e

,
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In this spirit, my delegation joined the consensus on draft resolution

A/41/L.9/Rev.l. In doing so, my delegation wishes to make one remark concerning

operative paragraph 7 of this draft re~lution. Since the Znternational Year of

Peace will officially end in December 1986, the inclusion of this item on the

provisional agenda for the forty-second session of the General Assembly is k~le1y

intended to allow discussion of the final report of the Secretary-General. This is

the understanding of my delegation and we wish to place it on record.

Mr. POULSEN (Denmark): Speaking on behalf of the five Nordic countries,

Pinland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark, I should like to make some commel,ts

on the draft resolution contained in document A/41/L.9/Rev.1 which the General

Assembly has just adopted. The International Year of Peace has been widely

observed in all the Nordic countries and we we~e pleased to join the consensus on

the draft resolution contained in document A/f1/L.9. We did so on the

understanding that it will be implemented, in full compliance with the guidelines

for future international years, adopted by consensus by the Economic and Social

Council in 1980 and confirmed by the General Assembly in the same year.

We also understand that the purpose of inclduing the item entitled,

-International Year of Peace- in the provisional agenda of the forty-second session

of the General Assembly is to consider the final report of the Secretary-Genera1.

Mr. AL-SAADI (Oman) (interpretation from Arabic): My delegation fully

supports the establishment of true peace in all parts of the world, without

exception, and in partiCUlar in the regions Which are afflicted with wars and with

unjustified violations and breaches of the peace, as in the case of the Iran-Iraq

war, the Israeli occupation of Palestine and the occupied Arab territories, and the
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situations in Af~umistan, CaDbodia, south Africa and Namibia. We also hope to

have regional peace in Central America, based on the Ca,tadora principles. It is

en this understanding of the cmtents of draft resolutim A/41/L.9/Rev.l, that we

supported it.

Kr. OKELY (Australia) \ As with similar draft resolutions in past years,

Australia this year has been forced to abstain al the draft resolution on the right

of peoples to peace contained in document A/41/L.10. We have done so for two main

reasons \ first, the draft resolution makes reference to resolution 39/11, on the

terms of whidl rtfJ delegation has considerable misgivings~ secondly, the draft

resolution requests the secretary-General to submit a report m the implementation

of the resolution to the General Assembly at its forty-third session, and prOl1ides

fal' an item entitled, "Right of peoples to peace- to be included in the provisimal

agenda of the forty-third session of the General Assembly. We see no need for

ei ther of these paragraphs, partiCUlarly in view of their budgetary implications.

Kt. SARRE (Senegal) (interpretation from Frenchh Concerning (,raft

resolutim A/4l/L.10, it should be clearly understood that Senegal considers that

the right of peoples to peace as we under stand it, should not take precedence over

human rights.

The PRESIDENT: The Assembly has thus concluded its consideration of

agenda item 21.

The meeting rose at l.2~ p.m.

.1


